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FROM THE CALCUTTA REVIEW NO XXXIX

Essai sur VHistoire dcs Arabes avant IJIslamisme Pendant
UEjwque de Mahomet et jusqu a la reduction de toutes les
tribus sous la hi Musulmane Par A P Caussin de Per
ceval Professcur d Arabe au College Royal de France Trois
Tomes Paris 1847 1848

M Caussin de Pkuckval has in these volumes traced
the history of the Arabian tribes and States from the earliest
glimmerings of Mahometan tradition to the period when the
whole were united under the banner of Islam With incon
ceivable labour he has thrown together the multitudinous and
often discrepant genealogies and accounts of individuals and
of tribes collating the several steps of various lines and
noting at what points they meet and where the tradition of
events disproves or corroborates the tradition of names The
result of his investigations is exhibited with great ingenuity
and clearness in fifteen tables or genealogical trees in which
the descent of the chief tribes and most famous personages
of the Peninsula is traced up with the approximate era of each
generation to the most remote period for which tradition fur
nishes authority These tables add much to the value of the
book for the general reader whose mind is bewildered with the
maze of collateral families and tribes crossing and re crossing each
other s path

M C de Perceval is intimately acquainted with the native
historians of Arabia and with its early poets whose evidence
is of the most essential value in these investigations He has
pursued his enquiries with much learning and singular re
search, and as it appears to us with extraordinary success

The first half of his first volume is devoted to the history
of Yemen brought down to the Mahometan invasion the
second half to the rise of Mecca and the biography of Maho
met as far as his flight to Medina The second volume opens
with an extended review of the kingdoms of Hira and the

It ia much to be regretted that M C do Perceval s ignorance of German has
prevented his availing himself of the valuable treatises bearing on his subject lately
published In that language Vol Preface,p vi
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Ghassanide dynasty up to their absorption in the Mahometan
Empire then of the tribes of Central Arabia and lastly of
Medina The third volume resumes the history of Mahomet
and brings down the progress of Islam to the Caliphate of
Omar and the submission of all the Arab tribes The work thus
exhausts the subject but the arrangement is bad and the thread
of narration not unfrequently broken

Long temps divises en fractions formant autant d Etats
differents de petites llepubliques ou de hordes ennemiea les
unes des autres les Arabes sont rassembles en corps par
Mahomet et l unite de la nation achove de se constitucr
sons Omar Tel est en resume le sujet que j ai essaye de
traitor In short the grand object of the work is to trace

the process by which the independent and hostile fragments
of Arabia became one great and irresistible nation

We are not aware that the mass of information presented
by M C de Perceval in his first two volumes is anywhere
available to the English reader and we purpose therefore to
throw it together in as brief a form as may be possible The
reader to whom the subject is uninviting now fully forewarned
of the nature of what follows will be able without farther
enquiry to pass on to a more congenial article while from
those to whom the History of Arabia is one of interest and
attraction we hope to obtain a patient hearing and pardon
for the prolixity which the detail necessary in such an enquiry
may involve

Arabia is commonly described as a triangular continent
having a right angle at Bab al Mandeb but it is more natural
and convenient to consider it as an irregular parallelogram
approaching to rectangular which if we detach the province
of Oman projecting towards Persia it will be found to resem
ble A line drawn along the Euphrates from a point above
the ancient Babylon and skirting the southern shore of the
Persian Gulph and the boundary of Oman till it meets the
Indian Ocean will give the eastern side of our figure and the
corresponding parallel on the west runs from Suez or from
Al Ariah on the Mediterranean to the straits of Bab al Man
deb Each of these lines stretches over about eighteen degrees of
latitude and extends for a lengtli of 1,300 or 1,400 miles The
northern side again is formed by a line drawn from Suez in
a north westerly direction till it meets the Euphrates a dis
tance of about 600 miles and forms the ill defined boundary

Vol I Preface p v
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contested bet ween the roving tribes of Arabia and the sedentary
inhabitants of Syria The southern parallel is the shore washed
by the Indian Ocean The length of this parallelogram lies
diagonally across the meridian and it is broader at the south
western extremity than on the opposite side where the Eu
phrates by its western bend narrows the Syrian confine

Along the western line washed in nearly its whole ex
tent by the Red Sea runs a chain of lofty mountains These
take their rise in Syria and forming the high land to the east
of the Dead Sea sweep south to Mount Sinai and thence to
the straits of Bab al Mandeb where they dip into the Indian
Ocean to re appear on the shores of Africa The range follows
closely the line of the coast from whence the mariner sees its
repulsive rocks of reddish sandstone and porphyry at times
pressing near enough to be laved by the waters of the Red Sea
and at times receding so as to form a broad margin of low land
The latter is styled the Tehama

From the centre of this great chain is thrown off at right
angles a mountain range called the Jebel Ared which traverses
the Peninsula parallel witli its northern and southern boun
daries It runs from Jay if in the vicinity of Mecca to
wards Derayeh and the Persian Gulph and thus divides Arabia
into two equal halves Another chain the Jebel Shammar
runs east and west between the gulph of Akaba and the mouth
of the Euphrates and a third unites the eastern portions of
both the lateral ranges The space between these mountains
is comprised in the district of Najd and forms a vast expanse
of lofty country which abuts upon the grand chain of the Red
Sea and slopes downwards towards the Persian Gulph

Between Najd and the Red Sea lies the mountainous region
of the Hejaz, which includes both Medina and Mecca The
main longitudinal range lies here far back from the coast at a
distance perhaps of 100 miles and is in some places of great
elevation but the interval is tilled with mountain chains
rising from the shore,one above another with alternate vales or
Wadies until the granite crested peaks of the chief range
overtop the whole Here the weary traveller who has toiled
up the ascent finds to his surprise that instead of a similar
declivity on the other side he has reached a vast plateau of
lofty country stretching away towards the east

The southern half of the Peninsula is divided into two parts
The western comprises the hilly but fertile Yemen and the

That is the barrier, as lying between Yemen and Syria j or the frontier be
tween the northern and southern merchant C dt I ercevd Vol I p 2 Spreng
r Mohammcd p U
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perennial streams which here flow into the sea with the rich
corn fields and plantations of coffee well entitle it to be called
the garden of Arabia North of Yemen lie Khaulan Najran
and other districts partaking more or less of the same character
The eastern division lying between these countries and Oman
is almost unknown if we except its lofty and precipitous
coast, and is supposed to be entirely desert

Though Arabia is not greatly inferior in extent to India yet
it does not possess a single navigable river and instead of a
wide expanse of alluvial cultivation it exhibits for the most parti
a barren and dreary waste of rock and sand Most of the rivers
lose themselves in the sandy plains and never reach the sea
but here and there between the hills the soil is fertilized by
the streams or fountains and the Wadi or Oasis contrasting
with the wild bleak wilderness around charms the traveller
with an unspeakable freshness and verdure

The whole of this vast continent has been peopled from
time immemorial by the Arab race who secluded from the
rest of the world by their pathless deserts peninsular position
and peculiar habits have throughout all ages retained a singu
lar purity from foreign admixture either of blood or manners
Although sacred writ and classical authority give some general
intimations as to the colonization and state of the country yet
neither source furnishes us with any detailed history of the
central and southern tribes and for this object we are forced
back upon the native tradition of Arabia In a former paper
in this Review the nature of Arab tradition has been discussed
and it has been shown that as regards genealogical and pliylar
chal reminiscences it has peculiar claims upon our belief f

In the case of the Himyar empire in the south of Arabia
besides the benefit of such tradition there is ground for be
lieving that national events were chronicled by inscriptions
and thence incorporated in the traditional accounts of the Arab
historians It is thus that the history of the Himyar dynasty
ascends far above that of the Abrahamic tribes and it therefore
demands our first consideration

The reader has no doubt followed with interest and curiosi
ty the successive discoveries which have been made of Himy
ar inscriptions at Sana Hisn al Ghorab Khariba and Mareb
These were ancient seats of Himyar rule and as we are assur
ed that writing was known to the nation and that the country

Vide Art IV No XXXVIII On tlie Aboriginal Tribes of Arabia
Vide Art I No XXXVII pp 42 43 and Id p 05
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was far advanced in civilization and opulence it only corres
ponds with our natural expectation that we should find in the
neighbourhood permanent memorials of ancient greatness

graven in the rock with a pen of steel Notwithstanding
many learned and ingenious attempts to unravel these inscrip
tions no certain clue has yet been found and though in some
of the words a resemblance is traced to ancient names in the
Ilimyar dynasty, the foundation is not broad enough to
build any sure theory upon

We have however the indisputable fact that events of
some description and most likely the names of the ancient
kings were thus chronicled It is also highly probable that
at the time of the Mahometan conquest there were some of
the inhabitants alive versed in decyphering the Himyar alpha
bet and able to communicate the meaning of the inscriptions
to the curious enquirer Thus although we read nowhere
of any Hiinyarite history of Yemen,f and although the
knowledge of the Musnad character became soon extinct yet
it is probable that the early Mahometan writers had the
means of deriving from native authority a chronicle of the
names and of some of the acts of the kings of Yemen

t ciYet even supposing this authentic source of information
its imperfection is manifest from the doubtful and discrepant
character of the details presented to us by the Arab historians
M C de Perceval after incredible pains to reduce them to a
uniform history thus expresses his opinion of the profound
uncertainty of these accounts

Vague tradition lists of kings discordant one with another and contain
ing manifest gaps and interrupted or doubtful genealogies such aro
the documents presented to us by oriental writers With only fooblc ele
ments like these for the construction of a history there is little ground for
the hope of reaching the truth At the best it may perhaps bo not im
possible to attain to what is likely Beyond this latter term i do not stretch
my pretensions Vol I p 47 J

These modest pretensions M C de Perceval has fully
realized

The first of the Yemen dynasty is the great Caiitan In
order to calculate the era at which he lived it is necessary to
note the number of generations between him and Dzu Nowas
the last of the race They amount by the Ilimyar line as ad
justed by M C de Perceval to thirty nine which at thirty

See instances given by M C do Perceval Vol I pp 9 and 111

t Hanusa mentions an ancient history of Ycmon but the meaning no doubt is
an ancient Mahometan History
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three years to a generation, give an interval of 1,287 years
Now the birtli of Dzu Nowas may be placed approximfttively
at 460 A D and thus the birth of Cahtan would be carried
back to 827 B C

When however we follow the descent by another line that
of Cahlun, the brother of Himyar and also by the separate
Ilimyar line of Codliua, we find only from thirty three to
thirty six generations between Cahtan and Mahomet and
this would reduce the antiquity of the date by two or three
centuries In favor of the more modern era there are the
uncertainties and discrepancies in the Yemen succession for
it is possible that different and contemporaneous branches have
been confused and represented as a continuous line This is
the more likely to have occurred from the yearning of the
Mahometan writers after extreme antiquity and their desire
by protracting the genealogies to connect them with the Mo
saical record

Whichever line be adopted we may with tolerable confi
dence place the era of Cahtan between the years 800 B C
and 500 B C It is this Cahtan whom Mahometan writers
have identified with Joktan the sixth from Noah but the
identification is one of those extravagant fictions which the
followers of Islam in their zeal to accommodate Arab legend
to Jewish scripture have made in defiance of the most violent
improbability and the grossest anachronisms Cahtan was

M C de Perceval calculates thirty three years to a generation excepting where the
exact period is known by bi8t0ri0ft tact or synchronism but he admits that thirty years
would in general suffice for an Arab generation Vol 1 p 248 Note 1 Spren
ger allows three generations to 100 years but he admits that this is somewhat too
high in ordinary cases, and he adopted the calculation because some of Mahomet s
progenitors were begotten at an advanced aye which raised the average Asiatic
Journal No VCXXI p 34

t See Table II Vol I of M C de Perceval
Idem Table III
M C do Perceval admits that from the impcrfec tion of his materials he has

frequently been obliged to supply the lacuna in the reigns from the genealogical lines
and vice versa Thus about the time of Abd Shams I the 16th prince of the line
there is an admitted gap of several names in the royal line as we learn by compar
ing it with the genealogical trees

On the other hand the lines of Oahlan and Codhaa were preserved mtmoritir
while that of Ilimyar was record d in some manner and in this respect is likely to
bo more complete

M C ile Perceval agrees in ibis view 11 ne parait point que ohez les premieres
il est existe aucune tradition natlonale relative i la filiationde Cahtan est
depute l Islamisme seulement quand les Arabes ont commend ii reoueilllr les sou
venirs de leur histoire et les comparer avec les timoignagee de la Bible que la
plupart des ecrivains orientaux ont Identifle Cahtan avec Yectan fils d Heber
Vol I p ay In the following pane however he adds that though the Identity is not

demonstrable it may yet be plausibly entertained but only on the supposition that
a great number of unknown generations intervened between Cahtan and the descen
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succeeded by his son Yarob who is eaid to have expelled or
destroyed the Adites and consolidated the empire of Yemen
He gave to his brothers Omun and Hadhramaut the story is
perhaps a myth, the government of the two countries
thenceforward called by those names Yarob begot Yashjob
and Yashjob Abd Shams Saba the Great

Ard Shams Sara is said to have been the founder of the
city of March or Saba represented by most of the classical
writers under the name of Mariaba as the capital of the Sa
beana mid situated upon a mountain He is also reported
by tradition to have constructed or repaired the famous lakc
embankment Sadd Alureb which was in the vicinity of that
city and the remains of which are apparent at the present
day

Among the sons of Abd Shams Saba are the two famous
partriarchs Himyau and Cahlan the sires as tradition will
have it of the whole Arab progeny Their birth according to
the variety of opinion above expressed may have taken place
from 400 to 700 B C The pure races from this descent arc
termed Mutdriba those mixed with supposed Ishmaelitc blood
Mustdriba

The children of Himyar are marked by their comparatively
settled habits They lived chiefly in cities and acquired the
civilized manners and tastes of urban life The children of
Cahlan betook themselves to the free and wandering oceupa

dants reputed as his sons But it appears to US not only that the Identity cannot be
proved but that it cannot bo maintained as even possible It is utterly incredible
that the name of Ycctan should have survived so many centuries as that of an
historical personage while all else before and after is blank The dictum of Maho
metan tradition on the subject is plainly of no more value than that of any specu
lator or scriptural harmonist of the present day nor than that of the Medina
party Him represent Cahtan to be a descendant of Ishmael and therefore to have
no connection with Ycctan Wachidl p 2G2J C De Perceval Vol I p 39

Others attribute its construction to the Adites C De Perceval Vol I pp 10
53, in which case Abd Shams may only have repaired it In dealing with such remote
facts we cannot do more than conjecture For an account of the ruins sec tho
interesting Relation d un voyage a Milreb Sana duns VArabie mtridlonal entre

pris en 1843 Par M Aknaud Journal slsiatique Fevr Mnrs 1845 and the remarks
of M Fresnel Id September and October 1845 The great dam is an hour s
distance from March p 242

t See Weil s Mohammed p 2 and C T e Perceval Vol I p 7 where tho third or
rather first class given by the Arabs viz Ariba is noted as consisting of tho ancient
aborigines such as the Amailca Adites Thamud Jadls Tastn who It is held be
came extinct but more likely merged Into the more powerful Mutdriba and Musta
riba tribes The three words are different forms of the same word Jf
Yiirob the name of Cahtan s son is from the same source The Arabs may either bo
really called after an historical oharaoter so named or what is likelier the charac
ter and name may be mythological symbolizing the received opinion of the descent
of tho various Arab tribes from a common ancestor thence styled by them Yiirob
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tions of tlio Bedouin scorning the restrictions of place and the
self imposed wants of a sedentary residence

A differing speech distinguished the two races The II
myarite was spoken in the towns of Yemen and was early pro
vided with an alphabet

The Arabic of the Cahlanite tribes acquired by their inter
mixture with the Abrahatnic tribes of the north, did not
possess this advantage apparently till near the time of Maho
met The Bedouins alone cultivated poetry and they smg
only in the Arabic language we meet with no tradition
mentioning a single verse composed in the Himyar tongue f

From Himyar wo may pass over fifteen or twenty reigns
some of which arc of doubtful existence and all characterized
by vague and dim description We then come to that por
tion of the Himyar line known as the illustrious dynasty of the
Toi HAS, and enter on a period of greater historical certainty

Vide note at page G Art I No XXXVII of this Journal
f The Himyar was probably the indigenous tongue of the Yectanide races but it

may have become assimilated with the Abrahamic Arabic from intercourse with the
Abrahamic tribes There are a variety of traditions regarding the prevalence of the
two languages in Yemen Cnf C de Perceval Vol I pp 8,50,50,7 The Mahometan
theories that all the aborigines Ariba spoke Arabic and that Ydrdb introduced it
into Yemen are evidently grounded on the etymological meaning of the words A
later king is said to have introduced the Himyar tongue into Yemen upon the Arabic

vernacular Bat the expression may refer to the court language of March which
perhaps may have changed at various times

The fortuitous discovery of Himyar inscriptions at various places in a character
hitherto unknown and the felicitous recognition of an Arab MS on the Himyar
alphabet give hopes that something may hereafter be deciphered from such
monuments but up to this time little more has been identified than a few names
and thoso uncertainly The lucubrations of Mr Forster on this subject aro inge
nious but fancifulThe usual le of writing is from right to left but sometimes the bouslrophe
don styhs is used The letters arc all separate and the words disjoined by a vertical
bar Journal Asiatique December 1833 and September and October 1815 M C de
Perceval Vol I p 70 The Mahometans do not appear to have known much of the
language some saying that the writing was from left to right some that the letters
Were disjoined others connected It is possible that there may have been a variety of
styles but the Mahometans are not remarkable for great exactness in such relations

I To illustrato the absurdity of the fictions which abound in the history of this
line we may mention that the Arab writers have invented a story according to
which a Persian king MenOit Shahr Shammir the grand son of Himyar and Moses
are all three made to appear on the same stage Le synehronismo presentfl par

quelques historians entre Chammir Molso et un roi de Perse Menoutohehr ne
merite aucuno attention C est vine fausse conjecture qui proud sa source dans
Tideo tree exngrroo que so font lea Arahes de l antiquite des souverains du Yaman
dont on a conserve les noms M C de Perceval Vol I p 50

The origin of tl ame is doubtful Some apply it to all Harith s successors
others to thos dy of them who ruled over the entire empire of Yemen and did not
divide its sovereignty with others W C de I ercevil Vol I p til Their royal
resid es were suooesslvely March or Saba Tssafar and Sana Between the see I
and third centuries there were three renowned Tobbas, known by that name par
excellence
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Haritii al Rai8II or Al Filsuf the philosopher,
supposed to have flourished about a century before Christ is
termed the first of the Tobbas He re invigorated the Em
pire and restored to his single sceptre a variety of the king
doms which had fallen under princes of the Cahlan stock

The successor of Ilarith was Essab Dzu l Carnain or the
Horned The surname is that which the Arabs accord to
Alexander the Great and which is connected in the Coran
with some strange legends especially with the construction
in the north of the prodigious rampart of Yojuj and Majuj f
The marvel loving historians of Arabia have not been slow
to follow up the clue Some have identified Essab at once
as the hero of the Coran and as the great Alexander while
others hold that he was a monarch contemporary with Abra
ham

The third monarch from Essab is styled by the foreign name
of AfricuS or Afiukin He probably flourished about
half a century before our era The name as usual has suggested
a variety of wild stories Some allege that this king located
in Africa the Amalckites who escaped from Joshua and who
there grew up into the Berber nation others that his exploits
against the Berbers procured him his distinctive title The
reigning prince of the day in Africa was Jirjir or Gregory
a strange contemporary indeed for Joshua

M C de Perceval thinks that the Yemen empire may have become known aa the
Ilimyar from this date The first mention of it in classical authors under that
appellation is by Strabo regarding the expedition of Aclius Callus and he finds it
difficult otherwise to account for such silence But it would be still more difficult
to believe that the name of Hiinyar was revived and after the abeyance of so many
centuries became the distinguishing title of the kingdom of his remote descendants

t Coran XVIII 85 ct seq This fabulous wall has been identified with fortifica
tions near tho Caspian Sea made as they say by Alexander and repaired by Yezde
gird II M C de Perceval Vol I p 66 J W hatever Alexander may have done to slop
the inroads of the barbarians the Arab legend is too wild to be seriously connected
with them It may however have originated in some grand construction or work by
Alexander tho account of which may have reached the Arabs greatly magnified and
which in their hands would grow apace

I Yet the ancestor of one of these parties was but just now represented as con
temporary with tho remoto descendant of the other i e Shaminir the thirteenth or
fourteenth in ascent from Essab as contemporary with Moses I Such is Mahometan
criticism and chronology

M C de Perceval is of opinion that tho Mahometan writers have here con
founded their idea of some ancient African Prince with Gregory the Patrician who
commanded in Africa when invaded by Othman He well adds On voit li un
oxemple de peu de scrupule aveo lequel 1 ignorance de quelques Scrivains orientaux
rapproehe les temps les plus eloignes Vol I p G8

M C de Perceval has an ingenious theory that Africus may have been employed by
Ca aar in the war against Juba and thonco connected in name with Africa In tho
battle of Aetiuni the Arabs of Yemen aro said to have fought for Antony and to
have fled with Cleopatra

Omnis Arabs omnes vertebant terga Salmi Eneid VIII 70C
Is it not more likely that he made hostile incursions into the Roman dependencies

in Africa and that these may in some manner be connected with the Roman expe
dition of Aclius Callus which followed shortly after

B
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To Africus succeeded hit brother Djsu l Adzar to whose
reign attach a tissue of imbeeile legends Caycaus King of
Persia attacked him but was taken prisoner lie was sub
sequently liberated by the famous Rustain and returned to his
kingdom after marrying the daughter of Dzu 1 Adz 1r M C
de Perceval has ingeniously surmised that these facts may
contain an allusion to an invasion from an opposite quarter
for it was somewhere about this period that Aelius Qallus after
having taken Negranes or Ncgra Najran, attacked and was
repulsed from Marsyaba Mariaba or Mareb, a city belonging
to the Yemenites, who were then governed by litigate The
name of Ilasare he recognizes in that of Dzu l Adzar but the
appellation of this prince s son and successor Aleishra or
Leisiira appears to have a more close resemblance to that of
Strabo a Yemen chief Our author s table makes Aleishra
who was also called Shuraiibil and Yahsab, to have been

born 68 B C or forty four years before the Roman invasion
so that he is likely to have taken a part in the Arab defence

The reader will not fail to observe that the Arab histories
contain no farther clue to this memorable inroad of the Roman
army Yet it was a circumstance which from its unprece
dented novelty from the lasting marks of devastation and
from the glory acquired in the repulse was likely above all
other events to have lodged itself in the national mind and
tradition The story of 2,000 years though possessing often
little interest is told with freshness and circumstantiality while
this most striking and remarkable of all other events is after
a lapse of five or six centuries unnoticed and unknown

The grand daughter of Aleishra was the famous Queen
Balkis who must have flourished during the first century of
the Christian era and her history furnishes even a stronger
example of the illusory nature of remote Mahometan tradi
tion She is held to have been no less a personage than the
veritable Queen of Sheba who visited Solomon the son of
David a thousand years before Her mother is said to have
been one of the genii but it would be unprofitable to enter
into a detail of the extravagant legends related of this person

M C do Perceval traces tlio legend to a poetical fiction in Ferdusi Si l on
en recherche l origino on s apercoit q uno vague tradition on j eut 6tre une pure
fiction pre sente e sous des tonnes inddcisos par lo poe to Flraaucl qui florissait
trois sleoles apres I hegire a 6t6 arbitrairement arranged par des e orlvains poste
rieurs sous les traits precis d un fait historiquc Firdauol avait chante une expc
dition do Caycaous contre lo roi do Hilmaweran pays lnoonnu fantastique dont
on a fait l Arabio Heureuse Lo poeto n avait pas nommd ce roi on a imaging
quo e dtait Dhou l Adlulr Vol I p 72 lie then shows that the Mahometan

historians are utterly ignorant of the real history of Persia at the period supposed
f In the original Va avlrav tut conjectured by M Frcsnel with some likeli

hood to be a mistake for laixaviruv
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ttge ind which hive received some ooudteaanoe even in the
Coran It is remarkable that Mahomet there represents her
people as addicted to the worship of the Sun

Two more successions bring us to Tobba al Akran in
whose reign occurred the celebrated secession of the Azdites a
people descended from the stock of Cahltin This tribe under
the command of two brothers Omiiln and Amu Muzaikia,
appear to have become independent of the Ilimyarites and
made themselves masters of Mareb Oinran died but not so
goes the legend, without giving his brother some intimation
of a dire calamity impending over the land The wife of Amr
followed up the monition by an ominous vision she bade him
go to the embankment of the lake and if lie should see a rat
scraping the mound and detaching huge stones she prognosti
cated a speedy and inevitable ruin He went and saw the fatal
sign Thus warned Ainr Mozaikia made immediate prepara
tions to emigrate and set out northward with the greatest por
tion of his tribe Shortly after their departure the embank
ment rent asunder and the flood escaping with devastating
fury spread destruction in its path

In a former paper we have seen good grounds for believing
that a cause of far greater depth and extent had long been
at work paving the way for this emigration The drying up
of the Yemen commerce and stoppage of the carrying trade
had no doubt disorganized society and perhaps led to the re
bellion of the Azdites and their seizure of Mared The threat
ened breach of the dam may have accelerated the crisis and
given the last impulse to an over burdened and necessitous
population eager already to go in quest of a livelihood in a

Sec Sura XXVII 24 e,t seq Sho is also styled by tradition Baloama or Yaloama
but no name is given in tlie Coran where she is simply described as the Queen of
Saba Mais les Interpreter no trouvant pas dans la liste des souveraius du Yaman

conserved par la tradition do reine plus andienne quo Belkia n ont pas Itosito a dc
clarer que cYta it elle qui avalt fait le voyage do Jerusalem Leur sentiment a 5td
pieuscmont adopte par les chroniquours ct cettc opinion accreditee par la supersti
Hon et lMgnoranoe est probablement la cause prmcipsie qui a emplche les his

1 torjens de olasser les rols du Yaman suivant un ordre ehronologiquo raiaonnable
M U de Perceval Vol I p 77
AVe would not however call this the principal cause, for the departure of the

Mahometan historians from a reasonable chronology Their appetite for ancient
dates had a far more Important souroe They longed to complete the chain of
legendary tradition by connecting Adnan with Lshmael and Cahtan with the Joktan
of the Mosaical record The absurd antiquity thus imparted to modern names
attached likewise to this Queen and they wore then free to deal with her as they
pleased The motive of Identifying Belkia with the Queen of Shcba is not of itself
a sufficient one for the unsettlcinent of the chronology

t He is called Muzaikia they say from daily rending the garment of yesterday
which he always replaced by a now one but more likely from rending the Azdites
from tholr ancient settlements lint who can tell the thousand and one incidents
from which a soubriquet may arise i
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less straitened country The migration took place about the
year 120 A D

Yemen thus relieved of part of its surplus inhabitants pro
bably regained rapidly its prosperity notwithstanding the
ravages of tho flood Tohba al Akran soon recovered his
authority He is renowned as a great warrior and is said
to have carried his arms to the borders of China

The fourth in succession from Tobba al Akran was Tibban
A SAD Aisu Carib who flourished about the beginning 0 f
the third century of our era one of the most illustrious of the
Tobbas f His name is connected with Yathreb or Medina
for the inhabitants of that place having murdered his son
whom he committed to their custody when on an expedition
towards Persia he attacked their city and threatened them
with his vengeance But two Jewish doctors of the Bani
Coreitza then resident at Medina having brought him over to
Judaism diverted him from his design by foretelling as is pre
tended that Yathreb would become the refuge of the great
prophet that was to arise in Arabia At their instance he
visited and enriched the Kaaba as the shrine of Abraham and
was the first to adorn it with a covering of cloth On his
return to Yemen he introduced there the Jewish religion the
idolaters contested the change and appealed to the trial by
fire but they were miraculously confuted by the two Jewish
doctors Judaism did not however gain any important exten
sion in Yemen till the reign of Dzu Now s and even to the
era of Islam it had to contend against idolatry

The details of the Medina expedition are much complicated
by two circumstances The same adventure is attributed by
various writers to Hassan Tobba the Less who flourished

It is important to fix the chronology of this salient point in the history of Arabia
The Mahometan writers agree in placing the event between our Saviour ami Malm
met Bomo six some four centuries prior to Islam The Azdite genealogies such
as those of the Aws and lihazraj of Medina, combine to place the birth of Amr
Mozaikia ahout five centuries before that of Mahomet These considerations com
bine to placo the emigration somewhere ahout 120 A D M C de Perceval thinks
that the Treat prosperity ascribed to March by Strabo and Pliny argues that the
calamity of the clam was posterior to the Christian era We should draw the same
conclusion father from the fact that the altered stream of commerce would probably
not have worked out its baneful effect upon the Yemen state till after the Christian
era

M de Sacy conjectures that the insecurity of the dam was not tho real cause of
tho emigration but was invented by the later Azditcs to cover one less lu rable
perhaps fear of defeat from Tobba al Akran But the view we have given appears
more natural

t The author of tho Periplus mentions Caribae l as reigning at ZhafAr This is
supposed l o have been about 200 A D Carlbael may either have been this Abu
Cariba al Ilimyart or bis father Calay Cariba al Hlmyari C de Perceval V l 1
p 90
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about a century after Tibban Asad while in many important
particulars it is confounded with another attack which was
made upon Medina by a sovereign of Yemen at least three
centuries after Tibban Asfid and the memory of which was
yet recent in the time of Mahomet

After Tibban Asad there is a break in the Himyar line
for a prince called Rabia of the Calddnite stock and Bani
Lakhm tribe succeeded to him The following characteristic
legend is cherished by the Mahometans regarding Rabia He
was affrighted by a portentous dream and the diviners were
summoned but as in the case of Nebuchadnezzar they could
not tell the interpretation until the dream should be made
known to them At last two diviners were introduced each
of whom separately narrated to the king both his dream and
its signification Thou sawest a Jiamc burst forth from the dark
ness and it fell upon the land of Tihama and devoured every
living thing This was the Abyssinians who they foretold
would overrun Yemen from Aden to Najran and rule for above
seventy years after that they would be overthrown and would
be succeeded by an inspired prophet of the Coreishitc stock to
whose rule all Arabia would submit and whose law would
prevail till the day of judgment The prince terrified by the
threat of the Abyssinian invasion sent off his family and adher
ents to Irac This emigration took place early in the third
century We shall sec by and bye that from Adi one of Rabi
a s sons sprang the Lakhmite dynasty of Hira f

The two expeditions are so confounded that many of the names belonging to the
modern attaok as that of Uhaiha who lived in the Gth century, are introduced by a
patent anachronism into the ancient adventure The later expedition will be farther
considered when wo come to Medina

With reference to the ancient attack the fact of the Aws and Khazraj being then
at Yathreb if it be a bond fide fact and not borrowed from the modern expedition
would argue for its having occurred under the reign of Hassan Tobba the Less and
not under that of Tibban Asad AbuCarib because those tribes did not settle at
Medina till about 800 A I or a century after the reign of the latter prince On tbo
other hand the introduotl f Judaism into Yemen if really as represented a resell
of the present adventure would favour the earlier date i because there Is reason for
thinking that Judaism was known there before i00 A D

The whole story is riven at length by f/isMmi pp 7 ft srq and is common among
the Mahometan historians The reader will not fail to observe the ridiculous fore
shadowing of Hahoinet S flight to Medina See Journal Asiatique November
18 8,/ 444 Two valuable papers by M Perron in that and the previous num
ber may be consulted by the student who wishes to see in greater detail the
accounts of the Mahometan historians on the subjeot See also M C de Perceval
Vol I p 91 and Vol 11 p C47

t See Jlishdmi p 5 and M 0 de Perceval Vol I njj flO 100 V The latter
with reason regards the prophecy to be a fabrication and intended to cover a less
reputable cause of emigration perhaps fear of the arms of the Yemen monarch
against Whom in the capacity ot vassal he bail rebelled The Mahometan anxiety
to discover or to fabricate Joreshadowings of the coining Prophet may have worked
together with this motive
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On llabia s death the kingdom reverted to the son of Tibban
Asad iiassan tobbA during whose reign in the first hull of
the third century a farther emigration took place northward
The Hani Toy a Cahlanite family isolated since the departure
of their neighbours the Azdites and like them we conclude
suffering from the effects of the great commercial change
migrated likewise and finally took up their position in the
mountains of Aja and Salma to the north of Najd and the
Ilejaz

About four successions later we find towards the close of
the third century a Christian king of Yemen called Abu Ku
lal He is said to have been converted by a Syrian stranger
whom the Himyarites enraged at their Prince s defection
murdered This is the first special intimation we meet with
of Christianity in Yemen and as it is attributed to a foreign
source there would appear to have been no indigenous or
hereditary profession of it there

The next prince was Hassan Tobba al Asgiiar or the
Younger styled the last of the Tobias to whom is attributed
by Hishami and other writers the attack upon Medina men
tioned above He reigned about 300 A 1 and A nib his
torians speak of a treaty concluded between him and the
Meccan tribe From this time we have frequent proof of the
dependence of the central tribes upon the Himyar kingdom
this influence was ever and anon interrupted by hostilities and
as often after short intervals renewed

The next prince Maktuad sou of Abd Kelill is famed for
his wise and moderate views upon religious toleration lie
used to say reign over men s bodies not over their opinions 1

exact from my subjects obedience to my government as to their
religious doctrines the judge o f them is the Great Creator Dur

ing this exemplary reign an interesting embassage appeared in
the capital of Yemen sent by the Emperor Constantius to
strengthen his alliance with the Himyarites and to attract
them to Christianity At its head was the Indian Bishop
Theophilus who presented to the prince of the Sabreana or
Homerites, among other royal gifts two hundred horses of
the purest breed of Cappadocia, and sought permission to
erect churches for the subjects of the Roman Emperor attract
ed thither by merchandize and for those of the natives who
wished to embrace the religion of Jesus And so far the mis
sion was successful for three churches were built one at
Tzaf r the royal residence another at Aden the point of traf
fic with India and a third at the chief maritime town on the
Persian gulph Theophilus flattered himself that be had even
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converted the Himyar monarch but for this he probably mis
took what was no more in reality than a latitudinarian and
tolerant philosophy It is certain that Arab history makes no
mention cither of this mission or of its effects

Philostorgius informs ua that the inhabitants of Yemen con
sisted at that time partly of Jews and partly of Pagans The
latter though the most numerous practised the rite of circum
cision like tlio Jews on the eighth day They also sacrificed
to the sun and the moon and to other divinities several of
whoso names we learn from Arab writers

After the death of Marthad the Yemen Empire began to
decline and its subordinate rulers to throw off the yoke of de
pendence This disorganization may perhaps have arisen from
unsuccessful wars with the Abyssinian kingdom for about
the middle of the 4th century the sovereign of Axum between
the Red Sea and the Nile joined to his other titles that of
king of the Himyarites

To such troubles we may probably attribute the brevity and
in some respects uncertainty of the history of Yemen for a
long series of years The Himyar dynasty however still
maintained its supremacy over the tribes of Najd and the
Hedjaz and about the middle of the fifth century gave them
a king or viceroy called Hojr Akil al Montr of the Kinda
tribe

Towards the end of the 5th century the empire was usurped by
a dissolute person styled Dzu Shenatir lie was abhorred of
the people for his flagitious deeds which he carried to such an
extreme as to dishonour the youths of most noble families but
one of these rather than submit to his indignities put an end to
the tyrant s life This youth called Dzu Now As belonged to the
royal stock and was unanimously called to the throne During
his reign 490 525 A D there were several encounters be
tween the Kinda viceroy backed by Yemen troops and the
tribes of central Arabia The latter though repeatedly victori
ous always returned again after a time to their allegiance
The Himyar dynasty thus maintained its Arabian influence
until overthrown by the Abyssinians when the feudal autho

C de Perceval p 112 I hilottorgius Hist Eccles 1 III eh 4 C
Gibbon gives a brief aooount of this embassy Decline and Fall ch xx Philo
storgius wrote bis work in the first half of the 6th century

t M C de Perceval I p 111 The Greek inscription at Axum discovered by Salt
notices these lilies is appertaining I the Axumitc monarch Ae izanns See the de
scription of Axum between Meriie and the sea port Adulc in Jfeeren s Rei Africa
Vol I p 4G0 ej c

t Sabbah who reigned over Yemen 440 to 4C0 A P made a tour of Najd to assure
himself of the submission of the tribes of Central Arabia il/ C de I erceval I p 110
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rity over the Arabs passed into the hands of the Prince of
I ira the vassal of Persia

Dzu Nowas whs a votary of Judaism whicli lie is said to
have embraced on a visit to Medina However this may have
been it is certain that he supported the creed with an intoler
ant and proselytizing adherence which at last proved fatal to
his kingdom His bigotry was aroused by the prevalence and
success of Christianity in the neighbouring province of Najran
which he invaded with a large army The Christians offered
a strenuous resistance but yielded at length on the treacherous
promise that no ill would be done to them They were offered
the choice of Judaism or of death and those who remained
constant to the faith of Jesus were cruelly massacred Deep
trenches were dug and rilled with combustible materials the
pile was lighted and the Christian Martyrs cast headlong into
the flame The number thus miserably burned or slain by
the sword is stated at no less than twenty thousand f

However exaggerated this melancholy carnage there can be
no doubt as to the bloody and tyrannical nature of the admi
nistration of Dzu Nowas in Najran News of these proceed
ings reached the Emperor Justin I through his ambassador at
Hira to which court the Tyrant had exultingly communicated
the tidings of his triumph One of the intended victims Dous
Dzu Tholaban also escaped to Constantinople and holding up
a Gospel half burnt by the persecutor invoked in the name of
outraged Christendom retribution upon the oppressor The
emperor was moved and indited a despatch to the Najashi or
prince of the Abyssinians desiring him to take vengeance upon
the barbarous Himyarite Immediately an armament was set
on foot and in a short time 70,000 warriors embarked in thir
teen hundred merchant ships and transports, and crossed the

Hamza states that having visited Medina one half of the inhabitants of which
were then Jews Dzu Nowas was so well pleased with their religion that lie embraced
it But as M 0 de Perceval shows Vol l p fJ2, it is much moro likely that ho
became a Jew through the influence of the powerful ami long established party in
Yemen and that he visited Medina in order to succour the Jews against the oppres
sive attacks of the Aws and Khazraj This agrees with the history of Medina and
is in excellent keeping with the sectarian bias which led Dzu Nowas to the attack
of Najran

t M 0 de Perceval I p 129 Hish imi p 14 The details are briefly given by Gib
bon at the close of the XLII Ch of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire and
the subject is alluded to in the Coran Sura LXXXV v 4 ei teq Where the Asbdb
al Ohhddd arc those who perished in the trenches

t We gather this from the 0 rock historians The Arabs only tell us of the sup
pliant Dous whom the Greeks do not mention

Tlii number of the force as given by the Arabs is probably exaggerated An
ecclesiastical work mentions that 600 Roman merchantmen were employed on tho
occasion by the Abyssinian monaroh he had also 700 light transports Tho Greek
authorities state that the emperor wrote to the Patriarch of Alexandria to stir up the
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narrow gulph which separates Adulis fron Yemen Dzu Nowas
was defeated and having in despair urged his horse into the
sea expiated in the waves the inhumanities of his career The
Abyssinian victory occurred in 525 A D

The army was commanded by Aryat who reigned over
Yemen as the viceroy of the Najashi But another Abyssi
nian Chief named Abraha who had accompanied the expedi
tion rebelled against Aryat and having slain him in single
combat succeeded to the Government Abraha was a zealous
Christian and the efforts of Gregentius a Bishop deputed
by the Patriarch of Alexandria to follow up the secular by
a spiritual conquest were seconded by him with more energy
than judgment He built at Sana a magnificent Cathedral
and professed himself desirous that the pilgrimage of
the Arab tribes should be diverted to this temple from that of
Mecca It is alleged that he published an order to that effect
and sent Missionaries throughout Arabia calling upon the
Arabs to make the new pilgrimage The Meccans were dis
pleased and killed one of his emissaries while a Coreishite
had the audacity to defile the precincts of the Christian edifice
Enraged at such opposition Abraha set out with an army to
destroy the Kaaba but he perished in the expedition This
attack famous in the annals of Mecca as that of the elephant
occurred in the year 570 A D and within two months of the
birth of Mahomet

The history of Yemen becomes now more detached from the
rest of Arabia The Abyssinian rule was distasteful to the
natives and a Ilimyarite of the royal house named Saif
whether impelled by the tyranny of the invaders or by the
hope of succeeding to the throne of his ancestors sought for
foreign aid first fruitlessly at the Court of Constantinople
and then at that of the Persian king From the latter
Madicarib son of the original suppliant at last obtained an
order to empty the prisons of such of their inmates as were

Negus or King of Axume to avenge tlio massacre of his fellow Christians in Natrair
This kin is styled among the Arabs by the hereditary title of Naptshi which is
another form of Negus The then priuoe is oalled by the Grecians Elesbaas Atzbe
ha and by the Ethiopians Caleb or Amda The former was probably bis baptismal
name M C de I ercevul I 131

Some Syrian and Greek writers place the Abyssinian conquest as well as the
massacre In Nalr n within the year 023 A D In Assemani 1,8wk is given a
letter of the Bishop Simeon stating that tidings of the conquest of Etajran reached
lite king of Hlra early in Feb 524 it therefore occurred about the close of 523
Allowing time for the intervening events and preparations the defeat of Dzu Nowas
eannot well be placed earlier than the beginning of 025 A 1 it 0 de Perceval
p 133

c
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fit for war and with an army of armed convicts he embarked
in eight ships six of which safely reached the port of Aden
The Persian and Abyssinian armies met and Wahraz the
convict chief decided the struggle by killing Masrjik the Abys
sinian viceroy This happened about 575 A D

In the person of Mauioabib who was installed as the ruler
of Yemen and the vassal of the Persian king the Himyar
dynasty appeared again to re appear The Arab tribes sent
deputations to congratulate him on the auspicious occasion
and among them is reported Abd al Mottalib the grand father
of Mahomet but the story is accompanied by so many gross
anticipations of the Prophet as to involve it altogether in
suspicion f

There is reason to believe that the Abyssinians still main
tained a struggle with the resuscitated Himyar government
and were not finally subdued till the year 597 Then after
having maintained themselves for seventy two years they were
effectually crushed by a second Persian army under the same
Wahraz and Yemen became a Persian dependency

Put a few years wrought a mighty change in the destinies
of Arabia and liadzan one of the early successors of Wahraz
is said to have given in his adhesion to Islam while Mahomet
was yet alive

We shall now trace the rise and history of two kingdoms in
the north of Arabia both of which Arab in their origin exer
cised a constant and important influence upon the Peninsula
These are the states of Ilira and Ghassdn

These kingdoms took their rise subsequent to the Christian
era in the migratory impulse which as we have previously seen
led numerous tribes to move northward from Yemen and
transplant themselves from the shores of the Indian sea in
some instances even to those of the Mediterranean or the banks
of the Euphrates The emigration of the AZDITES an ex
tensive tribe descended from Cahlan the brother of Him
yar has been traced above to about the year 120 A D J
One portion of them moved eastward towards Oman the
other passed northward through Najran and the Hedj z to

The account of these events is given in detail by Uishdmi p 19 et seq M C
de Perceval Vol I p 146 et seq

t Weil objects to the story upon chronological grounds but his objections appear
to be removed by the explanation of M C de Perceval who makes the Abyssinians
to receive the first check and overthrow In 675 but not to be finally expelled till
97 Weil s Mohammed p 8 note 1
J See above p 12
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Syria but left many off shoots by the way some of which
commingled with the Bedouin tribes of Najd while others
settled at Mecca and Medina and played a prominent part in
their subsequent history

The Coduaitk tribe a race descended from Himyar, in
habited Mahra a country to the east of Aden where they were
ruled by their own kings It was probably before the Azdites
that this people pressed by the Yemen monarchy and la
bouring as we infer from the difficulties caused by the great
commercial change migrated to the neighbourhood of Mecca
There they fell out with the Meccan tribes and finally dis
persed themselves in various directions The Bani Aslam
settled north of Medina in the valley of Wadi al Cora the
Bani Kalb in Dumat al jandal on the Syrian border the Bani
Salih on the east of Palestine the Bani Yazld in Mesopota
mia and the Taym Allot in Bahrein The dispersion took
place towards the close of the second century

About the same time the Bani Jyad and other off sets of the
famous Meccan tribef the ancestors of the Coreish, spread
themselves eastward in the Peninsula

From each of these sources certain bands of Azdite Cod
hiiite and Meccan Arabs wandered towards Bahrein where
opposed in their eastward progress by the Persian Gulph they
combined together about the year 190 A D and guided by
the coast and by the Southern bank of the Euphrates alight
ed upon the site of HiRA a few miles north west of the site of
the more modern Cufa There attracted by the rich and well
watered vicinity the strangers took up their abode and about
A D 200 laid the foundations of the city The Arsacide
monarchy was then crumbling under revolt and disastrous
war and the young colony swelled by needy adventurers
and desperate refugees from Arabia grew unmolested and
rapidly into an important state Another city not far distant
from Hira called Anbar was either founded or having been
previously in existence was taken possession of by the Arabs

Somo hold that Codhaa was descended from Maadd the Ishmaelite ancestor
of Mahomet and that his posterity having settled in Yemen hecame confounded
with that of Himyar But the legend is unlikely and was probably concocted from
the desire of the Codhaltei to participate in the sacred descent from Ishmael It
shows however how uncertain is Mahometan tradition of remote events M C da
Perceval Vol I p 207

By tho Meccan tribe wo designate the ancestors of the Coreish running up to
Adnan and those of their descendants who remained attached to Mecca

By some the establishment of this town has been referred back to the time of
Nebuchadnezzar II who is said to have left here the captives carried off in his inroad
into Arabia But this is a mere hypothesis of the Arab historians who are very
expert in Imagining such causes for the Orig n of towns and kingdoms Another
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Wo have reason to believe that at first there was both an
Azdite and a Codhaite chief the former at Anbar the latter
at Hira The rule of Malik the Azdite A D 195 215, was
terminated by his eon who in the darkness mistook him for
an enemy and killed him by an arrow As the father was
dying he repeated these touching lines

s J iiAclu jjl I Lii y
Daily I instructed him in the art of shooting
And when his arm became strong lie turned against me his bow

This incident is noted to show with what detail even at that
remote period the history of Hira has been preserved As
we advance the detail becomes greater and more certain
The position of Hira closely influenced by the adjoining empire
of Persia and on the highway to Syria induced an early civili
zation and acquaintance with letters Arab poets frequented
the court of Hira and their effusions were prized and preserved
Thus there was abundant opportunity both of public archive
and of poetical record and as these were conveyed down to
the era of Islam the history of this kingdom deserves our con
fidence

The parricide fled to Oman and another son Jodziuma suc
ceeded to the Government During his reign 205 268 A D
the Sassanide dynasty of Persia arose in strength upon the
ruins of the Arsacide The Codhaite chief with his Bedouin
followers spurned the claims of Persia upon their allegiance
and departed to Syria Thus Jodzeima and the Azdite party
were left in undivided possession of Hira which with its Arab
tribes, became the willing vassal of the Persian king

Jodzeima made frequent incursions into Arabia and in one
of them was overtaken and beaten by the army of the Hi
myar monarch Hassan Tobba But his greatest and most con
tinued efforts were directed against the Arab allies of the
Roman Empire in Syria

As Persia claimed Hira and the eastern tribes so Rome
assumed for her allies or retainers the Arabs of Western Syria

theory is that Tibban Asfid Abu Carib king of Yemen left here his invalid soldiers
but his expedition did not take place till about 235 A D a considerable time after
tho foundation both of Hira and Anbar The question is not one of much Impor
tance The main point is undoubted viz that the kingdom Of I lira originated in
an Arab colony

These consisted of throe clasBes I The Jbdd or inhabitants of Bint and its
environs II The Ton khitcs or Arabs Bedouin, who had immigrated from Arabia
into the neighbouring country 111 The Ahlqf their illies The two latter dwelt in
tents and lived a nomad life on tlie pasture lands adjoining the Euphrates
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and iu the struggle between the empires these two divisions of
the Arab clan were wont to fight on their respective sides
Thus rivalry and frequent warfare sprang up fomented by the
private enmities of the Arabs themselves and often receiving
singular illustration in the pages of Roman history

It was after the middle of the second century according to the
Arab authorities that the Roman Emperor Marcus Au
relius Antoninus, invested the chief of the Bani Samayda
Odenath or Odzeina with the sovereignty of Syrian Arabia
The third or fourth in descent from him was Ami son of
Tzarib whose kingdom extended to the Euphrates and em
braced a portion of Mesopotamia He waged war in the middle
of the third century with various success against Jodzeima
king of Hira by whom he was at length killed 260 270 A
D His widow or according to some his daughter Zebba
avenged the death of Amr by inviting Jodzeima under pre
tence of marriage to her capital and there murdering him The
Arab annals abound with marvellous tales of Zebba She
possessed a tunnel underneath the Euphrates and on cither
bank a fortress one commanded by herself the other by her
sister Zeinab Her summer residence was Tadmor or Pal
myra The successor of Jodzeima Amr son of Adi resolv
ed to revenge bis death and by a stratagem introduced into
her citadel 2,000 warriors concealed as merchandize in as
many bags hung across the backs of camels Taken by sur
prise Zebba fled to her river fortress and having in vain
endeavoured to escape by one or the other destroyed herself
by a subtle poison which she always carried in a ring With
Zebba the dynasty of Odzeina fell into obscurity

These details leave little doubt of the identity of Septi

Her spcecli on this occasion tXc y iXj 3 t S ir Let me b J 0M
hand not by the hand of the son of Adi is proverbial So also the proverb m

It was for an important end Cusseir cut off his nose refers

to the stratagem by which Cnssetr the minister of Adi ingratiated himself with Zebba
representing that he hail Med from the cruelty of Adi s son who had mutilated bis
nose He became her merchant and introduced tho soldiers in the manner stated
above as a new investment of goods M C de Pert II p 38 J Tho whole of these
circumstances with man fabulous adjuncts will be found in Price s Essay on Arabia
antecedent to Mohammed chapter iv which is a mere compilation of Persian
historiesIt is evident that these proverbs must have taken their rise in the events related
or in the popular tradition of them But such is not the case with the great majority
of the proverbs reported by M C de Perceval as originating in special events or
speeches theso aro mostly of a general nature and havinij nothing personal about
them are equally applicable to many different occasions Tims Sweet honey in a
bad iar fl p 661 J and After disarming comes captivity and after captivity death
CIbid,p 578 would apply to a thousand different circumstances
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mius Odenathus and his wife Zcnobia of classic fame with
the Amr and Zebba of Arabic history The family of Ode
nath honoured with many immunities and illustrated by the
royal surname of Septimius Severus revolted against Rome
and about the middle of the third century declared Palmyra
an independent Government Septimius Odenath after hesi
tating betwixt the allegiance of Home and Persia and on the
captivity of Valerian inclining towards Sapor at length
entered upon a decisive struggle with Persia and in several
engagements having covered himself with glory vanquished
the Persian armies and ravaged Mesopotamia By artful
movements in a critical period of civil discord he rendered
essential service to the Emperor Gallienus and was elevated
as his colleague to the imperial purple He was assassinated
at Emessa A D 267 by his nephew Masonius But Zeno
bia killed the murderer and after a short but splendid reign
and opposition far from contemptible to the Roman army she
fled from Palmyra and was made prisoner as she reached the
Euphrates 273 A D It can hardly be doubted that the Arabs
and the Romans have styled the same hero by different appel
lations the former by his proper name of Amr the latter by
his patronymic Odenath As little need we hesitate in re
cognizing Zebba of Tadmor in the Zenobia of Palmyra the
beauty the chastity the commercial riches the acquain
tance with the tongues of Syria Greece Italy and Egypt and
many other particulars common to both all point to one and
the same individual f The Arab Zebba perished on a fruitless
attempt to escape from her river battlements the Roman
heroine was captured as she was about to cross the Euphrates
in a boat But the Arabs mistook the enemy of Zenobia it was
not the king of Ilira but the Emperor of Rome J

Sec the account of these events In Gibbon s Decline and Fall chapters x and xr
C de I erc II p 103 et seq If wo followed only tlie similarity of names Zenobia
would stand for Zeinab the sister of Zebba It is remarkable that a alula or Zabu
is also mentioned by the Greek and Roman authors and Vopiscus speaks of Zeno
biam Et Zabam Ejus Sociam, as if the latter were a female but as the person who
went by that name was Zenobias general in Egypt the feminine gender must be a
mistake and the correspondence with the Arabic name accidental Zenobia s
character agrees only with that of Zebba M C de Perc II p 3 note 4

f Consult the account given of her character and fortunes by Gibbon Decline
and Fall chapter xi J

X This subject illustrates the feeble authority of unsupported Mahometan history
of remote date Les Arabes out travesti l histoiro de Zdiiobic lis font joucr au

roi de llira Amr fils D Adi le role de l empereur Aurelien dans le drnoument du
drams Amr fils D Adi pouvait avoir soutenu quelque guerre contra Zc nobie il
aura sufti aux auteurs do la legende pour lui attribuer la catastrophe de Zdnobiu
on Zebba que le renversement de la puissance de eotte relne ait eu lieu sous son
reifne M C dr I erc I 109 Gibbon has well drawn the same conclusion from a

vital omission So little has been preserved of eastern history before Mahomet
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We return to Jodzeima the Prince of Hira His daughter
married Adis the son of Rabia tlie Lakhmite king of Ye
men who as has been already related sent his family to Irac
about 205 A D and gave birth to A MR whom Jodzeima
adopted as his successor Strange and fabulous are the Arab
legends of this child He was carried off by the genii and
after many years found by a cistern in the desert with long
dishevelled hair and nails like the claws of a bird During
his reign 268 288 A D besides vanquishing Zebba he
gained other conquests Amongst these was Mesopotamia
for after Zenobia s fall the Romans loosened their grasp on
that country and it passed into the empire of Persia and the
Government of Hira

Amr was succeeded by his son Imktjl Cays I 288 338
A D who according to certain Arabian authors was a con
vert to Christianity but the fact is improbable It is not
however unlikely that Christianity had been introduced
among his subjects before the beginning of the fourth cen
tury f

It was in this reign that Sipor II of Persia visited some
of the tribes of Central and Northern Arabia with severe re
prisals for ravages committed during his minority The brunt of
his fury fell upon the B tni Iyfid Bani Bakr and other families
of Meccan origin To prevent similar incursions the king caused
a deep trench to be dug from the Persian gulph along the
frontier of Irac and though it formed but a feeble obstacle to
Arab insurgents yet three centuries later on the Moslem
conquest the remains of the Kkandnc Sabur or Trench of
Sapor were still visible near Cadesiya

After two or three successions Noman I reached the throne
390 418 A D Under his auspices Hira became prosperous

and powerful and acquired the appellation Illrat al Noman
contracted by the Syrians Greeks and Romans into Ilirta

Yezdegird king of Persia entrusted the education of his
son Bahrain Gour to Noman who built for his use on a salu

that the modern Persians are totally ignorant of the victory of Sapor an event so
glorious to their nation Decline and JWf chapter j But Mahometans look with
ooldness and indifference upon any conquests before the time of Islam their nationa
lity dates only from that epoch M de J ere II p 21 1 rice s Essay as above p l 2l
el teg J

This result of the struggle may have given that turn to the legend which con
nects the fall of Zenohia with the princes of Hira M V de Pen II Hi

t M C de Perceval mentions on the authority of dc Lequieu Oriens Christ II
1078, that some Llsman oaptlves brought to Babylonia Introduced Christianity there
about 271 A D But even apart from such cause in the ordinary course of diffusion
it is probable that Christianity had reached across the desert by that period The
Government of Hira however was addicted to idolatry for some time after
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brious site the famous palace of Khawarnac The Greek
architect imprudently divulged that if a certain stone known
to him alone were removed the edifice would fall to the
ground Noman resolved that the secret should perish with
him and the unfortunate Sinniinar was precipitated from one
of the lofty bastions and dashed to pieces

Under Noman Christianity made rapid progress It was
about the year 410 A D that Simeon the Stylite retired
to the top of a hill to the east of Antioch and by a life of
wonderful austerity and the fame of miraculous power at
tracted multitudes to his presence Irac and Arabia heard the
rumour of his virtues many Arabs joined the throng of his
admirers and became well disposed to Christianity Noman
fearing perhaps lest enthusiasm for the Syrian monk might
engender favor for the Roman Government forbade his sub
jects under pain of death to visit the desert sanctuary But the
monarch saw a dream by night in which Simeon appeared
to chide him and caused two of his disciples to administer a
severe castigation for his ungodly conduct The prince awoke
smarting under the effects of the visionary chastisement and
made haste not only to withdraw the prohibition but to allow
the erection of churches and to welcome the ministration of
ecclesiastics This narrative is said to have been received by
a Roman General from the mouth of Noman himself who
added that but for the dread of the Persian monarch he
would not hesitate to become a Christian f It is agreed by
all that Noman abandoned idolatry and it is affirmed by some
that he embraced Christianity There is at any rate good
ground for believing that dissatisfied with the world and
anxious to pass the rest of his days in quiet devotion he ab
dicated the Government and about 418 A D disappeared

Hence to receive the reward of Sinnimur, is a proverbial expression for being
treated ungratefully

f This was the period when Yezdegird distinguished himself by the persecution of
Christianity 16 A 1

I The Poet Adi has made allusion to this incident In the following verses address
ed as an admonition to Noman V and his pupil and a descendant of this prince

jiSiZ i 9 1 31 y
ji i o l 1 s 3 J 3 S 1Reflect upon the Lord of Khawarnac for reflection leadeth to wisdom how

when one day he looked abroad from on high
His heart was entranced by the view of his wealth of the multitude of his

possessions of the river that flowed before him and of tho palace of Sedir
But suddenly his heart smote hiin and he said what is there to be envied in

the living possessor of all these things, seeing that he hasteth unto the dead
Sedir was another famous country palace which Noman built for himself M

C da l erc II p 5d J

3
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To Noman succeeded Mundzir I 418 462 A D who
finished the education of the famous Bahrain and aided in
gaining for him the Persian Crown The persecution of Chris
tianity persevered in by Bahram re kindled hostilities with the
Roman empire The Romans besieged Nisibis while Mundzir
with a cloud of Arabs threatened Syria and even Antioch The
churches were filled with suppliants to avert the coming ven
geance and in effect a panic is said to have seized the Arab
troops they turned their arms against each other and precipi
tated themselves into the Euphrates This occurred in the
early years of Mundzir s reign In 422 A D a lasting peace
was concluded and we hear little more of him from the Greek
and Latin historians whose incidental notices of the Arabs
are confined to the wars between the two Empires

Towards the end of the fifth century hostilities again broke
out between Persia and Constantinople and we find Noman
III during his short reign 498 503 A D almost constant
ly engaged with various fortune in warfare with the Roman
troops But about the beginning of the sixth century an irrup
tion of Arabs independent alike of the Roman and of the
Persian rule carried terror and devastation throughout Syria
These were the Bani Bakr and other central tribes who under
the guidance of the Kinda ite chief JIdrith son of Amr al
Macsur of whom there will be further mention hereafter,
threw themselves into western Syria but having in 502 A D
concluded a treaty with the Roman Emperor they turned
their arms against the kingdom of Hira defeated the troops
sent to oppose them and plundered the country all around
The panic and confusion were so great that Harith seized
possession of the city and the Government but after a time
retired with his Arab hordes to their native deserts f

After a short interregnum Imrulcays III 505 513 A
D became fixed in the Government of Hira In a previous in
cursion into Arabia he had carried off the famous Ma al Sama
or Water of the skies, so termed from her unrivalled beauty

Cnf Gibbon Ch xxxn These facts are of course gathered from the Greek
and Latin authorities alone

f Joshua the Stylitc a contemporary historian calls these invaders Thalabitet
Their leader is also called by Thcophancs Aretas surnamed Tlmlnbanes 0 r r

a al3avr s or son of the Thalabitess The Arab historians tell us that the invaders
were Bakrites which corresponds witli the title given them by the Greek writers as
including the great branch of the descendants of Thiilnbn son of Oclba It is re
markable that Harith s mother was descended from Thalaha though his father was
of the tribe of Kinda The Matronymic of the Greek historian thus wonderfully
coincides with the facts given us by the Arabs and the coincidence imparts a cre
dibility to the whole narrative

D
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and she bore him a son and successor named Mundzir But
the seizure of this lady gave rise to serious hostilities with
Central Arabia which were at last put a stop to by the mar
riage of Mundzir to Hind daughter of Harith the marauding
chief noticed above

The early part of the reign of Mundzir III 513 562
A D was full of trouble It was at this time that the com
munist principles of the impostor Mazdak adopted and
enforced by the sovereign Co bad were rife in Persia and
threatened the social system throughout the land with an ut
ter disorganization Mundzir rejected the abominable doctrine
and in the year 518 A P his domains were assigned to the
Arab Harith But principles so abhorrent from human nature
could not long hold their ground The impostor carried his
arrogance to the pitcli of demanding the Queen of Persia
her son the future Kesra Chosroes Anushirvan boiled with
indignation at the request but he repressed his anger and
bided his time for revenge The socialists redoubled their
efforts and Cobad at last seeing his throne in danger aban
doned the seat to his son Kesra was not long in beheading
Mazdac and in one morning 100,000 of his followers are said
to have expiated the social enormity with their lives

Mundzir aided by Kesra expelled Hsuith from Hira and
pursued him with slaughter into Arabia He re entered upon
the Government in 523 A I His reign was thenceforward
one of prosperity and he attained a power unknown to any of
his predecessors

Abul Feda asserts and Christian historians generally believe
that Mundzir III was a convert to Christianity but the con
clusion is contradicted by other evidence In the beginning of
his reign he may have made enquiries into our faith but there
is every reason to believe that like the generality of Arabs in

He is called by the Greek historians A ctfiov8apos 6 2 iK /f or Mundzir the
descendant of Shahtha M C de Perceval by an ingenious and apparently sound
deduction corrects by means of this title a confusion in the chronology of the Arab
historians themselves Some of those misguided by the similarity of name make
Nomdn I to be the son of Shaklka whereas that lady must havo been the wife of
his son Mundzir I and mother of his grandson Noman II who was the ancestor of
our Mundzir In the text Mundzir I had a second wifo Hind and to distinguish
the posterity of the other they were styled the branch of Shaklka But had
Stuvkkia been the wife of the first Mundzir s father the title would have been mean
ingless as applying to tho whole of his descendants Tho phrase quoted above and
preserved by the Greeks from the Arab currency of the day thus ingeniously applied
serves to correct the later Arab authorities M C de 1 ercevnl Vol II p 77

t They appear to havo coalesced with the Manicheans Indeed the Greeks call
both by tho latter name and tho Arabs both by the term Zenddica The 42nd chap
ter of Gibbon s Decline and Fall may be consulted for the incidents of this pe riod
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his day lie remained a Pagan and towards tlie end of his life
he alternately protected and persecuted the Christians

Eutychian doctrine was at this time supported by the Em
peror Anastasius and caused dissension in the church Sevcrus
the Patriarch of Antioch shortly after the accession of Mund
zir sent two bishops to gain him over to his side The prince
listened to their arguments but having adroitly entrapped
them into the confession that angels could not die he drew the
deduction that much less could the divine nature be subject to
death and caused his reverend guests to retire in confusion
The story is probably founded on fact and illustrates the op
posing heterodoxies that were gradually paving the way for
Islam

Another deputation deserves special notice Two Grecian
Generals having fallen by the chance of war into the hands of
the king of Hira the Emperor Justin sent an ambassador nanir
ed Abraham with the Bishop Simeon to demand their deliver
ance Not finding Mundzir at his capital they set out on the
20th January 524 for his camp which they reached ten
days journey to the south of Hira Their mission was success
ful It was during this visit that Mundzir received the letter
noticed above from the Jewish prince of Yemen Dzu Nowtts
giving tidings of the butchery of the Christians in Najran and
inviting him to follow his example After causing the letter
to be read aloud to the army in which there were a very great
number of Christians Mundzir is said to have thus addressed
them See ye not how your fellow Christians are treated else

ivhere why will not ye renounce the religion o f Jesus f Think ye
that I will treat you more favourably than other princes who
have proscribed them From amid the ranks a soldier boldly re

plied We were Christians before we were thy subjects No one dares
make us renounce our faith if pushed to defend ourselves the
arm and the sword of each of us are as good as those of any
other Daunted by such boldness Mundzir continued to

the Christians their liberty but it is sufficiently evident that
he was not a Christian himself

Soon after the death of Harith the influence of the tribe of
Ilinda which had been the representative of the llimyar dynas
ty in Central Arabia waned and expired The Abyssinian
invaders 525 A D were regarded with aversion by the
Arabs and the allegiance hitherto tendered to their predeces
sors was transferred to the house of Hira or rather to Persia

It is however somewhat suspicious that this so critical a scene for the Christians
should have been enaoted just as the embassy happened to be there It may be ex
aggerated but even its invention would have been in the highest degree improbable
had Mundzir been a Christian
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of which it was the vassal This important change which
occurred about 530 A D enabled Mundzir with less appre
hension from the south and with a greater resarve of allies
to prosecute his Parthian warfare against Syria Sudden as
a thunder storm his troops would darken some fated spot
and sweeping in their train terror and devastation captivity
and death they would as suddenly disappear scorning the
pursuit of the Roman army which could find no sign of their
enemy but in his ravages For thirty years with some inter
vals of truce these hostilities were waged either against the
Romans or their allies the Arab dynasty of Ghassan f It
was in this period that Belisarius so distinguished him
self in repelling the inroads of Kesra which reached even
to Antioch,f and in preserving the Roman frontier Mundzir
was at last killed 562 A D in a campaign against Ilarith
V of the Grhassan lino

It was through the exorcise of the influence thus acquired that Mundzir ITT put
a stop to the desolating war the war of Basfix, which had long raged between the
Bakr and Taghlib tribes who as pledges of peace sent to the court of Hlra eaeli
eighty young men who were yearly changed These formed the corps of tlie Rahain
and were regarded as the ilowcr oi Arab chivalry The greater part if not the whole
of the Mctaddite tribes or those of Meccan origin submitted themselves to Hlra

t I these lengthened campaigns the private disputes of their respective vassals
not unfrcquently embroiled the Persian and Roman Governments or were at least
the oxlnisiblc cause of war The following is an example Unpractised in tho art
of violating treaties he the Persian King, secretly excited his bold and subtle vassal
Almondar That prince of the Saracens who resided at Hlra had not been includ
ed in the general peace and still waged an obscure war against his rival Arethas
the chief of the tribe of Ghass n and confederate of the empire The subject of
their dispute was an extensive sheep walk in tho desert to the south of Palmyra
An inmici ial tribute for the license of pasture appeared to attest the rights
of Almondar while the Ghass inido appealed to the Latin name of Strata a paved
road as an unquestionable evidence of the sovereignty and labours of the Romans
The two monarehs supported tho cause of their respective vassals and the Persian
Arab without expecting the event of a slow and oonbtful arbitration enriched bla
flying camp with the spoil and captives of Syria libbon s Decline and Full ch x 1 1 r

M O de Perceaul Vol it p 08
t In 528 A D Mundzir appeared in the vicinity of Antioch and burnt the sub

urbs of Chalcis Kinasrin By the time the Raman troo were put in motion,he had
regained the desert with a multitude of captives M V de Perceval Vol II,J 93
This is not to be confounded with the invasion of Syria and sack of Antioch by
Chosroes in 640 A D Oibbon ch xlii

An incident in one of these Syrian campaigns throws light on the religiose prac
tices of tho northern Arabs In the year 641 A I Belisarius having convoked
a council of war two Roman officers in command of Syrian garrisons declined to
follow tho army to Nisibis on the plea that their absence would leave Syria and
Phenlcla exposed to the attacks of Mundzir Belisarius argued that as the si nee
solstice was at hand wlren the Arabs devoted two months to the practices of their
religion without resorting to arms there was no cause for apprehension and he pro
mised to let them go when that period was expired These were the months of
Meccan pilgrimage and we hence learn that Mundzir and the majority of his Arabs
followed tho religion of the Ilejaz The period also coincides singularly with M C
de Perceval s system for calculating the Meccan calendar

n another place Procopius loosely states that Mundzir having made prisoner a
son of the Ghass nide prince immolated him to Venus Iiy Venus be mav possibly
have meant Lit or Ozza
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Amr III 562 574 A D was not slow in avenging the
death of his father by a fierce attack upon the Ghassanide
kingdom Shortly after his succession a peace was concluded
between Persia and the Roman Empire But Amr dissatis
fied with the stoppage of a pension received by his father sent
an embassage of complaint to Constantinople and was so
mortified by the mode of its reception that he again overran
Syria with his armies He also waged bloody wars with the
Bani Tay and Bani Tamim tribes of Central Arabia the
latter of whom had murdered his brother He met with his
death A D 574 in a singular mode highly illustrative of
Arab manners He had sworn in his pride that his own mo
ther should be served by the mother of the haughtiest Arab
in the land Accordingly at an appointed festival the mother
of Amr a warrior poet of the Bani Taghlib was invited into
the tent of the prince s mother who sought to entrap her into
the apparently insignificant act of handing her a dish But
the proud spirit of the Arab lady spurned the office and re
senting the affront she screamed loudly to her tribe Her son
started at the call and springing up struck the prince dead upon
the spot It was in the eighth year of this king s reign that
Mahomet was born

Henceforth Hira seems to have declined and there is an
uncertainty about some of the successions to its sovereignty
In 580 A D Mundzik IV was raised to the throne Jealous
of his brothers or anticipating the success of the Romans he
had gone over to them and repaired to Constantinople with his
suite but subsequently he changed sides and joined Hormuzd
the Persian monarch who conferred on him the Crown of
Hira He fell finally as a captive into the hands of the Ro
mans and for his defection was banished to Sicily

Noman V Abu Cabus succeeded Amr 583 605 A D
He was brought up by Adi one of the most renowned of the
city poets,f whose history bears upon that of Hira His re
mote ancestor Ay fib Job, of the Bani Tamim a Bedouin
tribe of Mcccan origin, haying committed murder fled to the
court of Hira and being received with distinction settled
there The sixth in descent from him was the poet Adi
whose grand father and father Zeid both held offices of trust
at Hira Adi and his father were both charged with the

This is the account of tlio Greek historians the Arabs make him perish in a
battle with the Ghassanide army

t The city poets were regarded as Inferior to the free poets of the desert

I His rand fatherwas Secretary toNonifm 111 and his father Director of the Post
On the Math of Noman IV his lather was placed by the people in temporary oharge
of the Government
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education of the young Noman In process of time 575 A D
Adi received at the court of Persia the post of Arabic
Secretary to the Monarch In 681 he was despatched by the
court of Persia on a pacific embassy to Constantinople and
commissioned with a rich present for the Emperor Tiberius
He travelled back by the imperial relays of horses and by a
route calculated to convey the largest idea of the power and
resources of the Roman Empire On his return to Medain or
Ctesiphon he sought and obtained leave of absence to visit
Ilira where he was received by the king and the people with
triumphant acclamation It was on this occasion that on a
Maundy Thursday he met at the church of Tuma Hind the
grand daughter of the reigning prince Mundzir IV and
daughter of his own pupil the future Noman V The dam
sel partook of the Sacrament there Adi caught a glimpse and
was enamoured of her His passion was reciprocated and
though she was scarce eleven years old they were united in
marriage

These facts show that both Adi and Hind professed the
Christian faith It is agreed by all that Noman V was
likewise of the same religion and by some his conversion is
attributed to the instruction of his preceptor Adi

It was by Adi s influence at the court of Persia that No
man V was chosen from amongst his brethren to be the king of
Hira But that influence procured him enemies He was mis
represented to Noman who forgetful of all he owed to his pre
ceptor and patron deceitfully invited him to Hira cast him into

It is said that lie was won over from idolatry to Christianity thus the prince
and his preceptor chanced in their walks to pass by a cemetery situated between the
city and the river Adi said Dost thou know what the inhabitants of these tombs soy
This is their language

Uj o Ji jejV J d U
Oh ye company of travellers hasting along upon the earth and labouring I

Like you we lived and like us ye too shall die I
Many a company have made their camels kneel down around us

And as they halted quaffed wine mingled with the limpid stream
The morning passed away and lo they had become the sport of time

Even thus is time but one state following upon another M V de Perceval
Vol II p 143

Noman was deeply moved by the solemn warning conveyed in these touching lines
and embraced the Christian faith

Others say that Simeon the bishop of Ilira delivered him from a demon by which
he had been possessed and that thenceforward he became a Christian

Under any circumstances it is agreed that he was converted before his accession
to the throne
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prison and notwithstanding the endeavours of the king of
Persia put him to death His widow Hind retired to a con
vent which was thenceforward called by her name Ddyr
Hind She survived to see Hira fall into the hands of the
Moslem army and to crown the strange vicissitudes of her
life the Mahometan commander of Irac the warlike Mughi
ra son of Shoba repaired to the convent in he year 661 A D
and demanded the hand of the princess then about ninety
years of age in marriage If it were my youth or my beau

ty, she replied that dictated the proposal I should not
have refused but your desire is only that you may say the
kingdom of Noman and his daughter have passed into my
hands Is not that your thought Mughira confessed that

it was and she scorned the union Soon after the interview
she died

Hira no longer retained the prestige of victory over the
Central Arabs The troops of Noman were discomfited by the
Bani Yarbo a tribe of the Bani Tamim, from whom his court
wished to take the post of Ridafa or Lieutenancy and give it
to another branch The two sons of Noman were captured
on the occasion but generously released by the Bani Yarbo
who appear to have retained their privilege

Noman V is famous in the annals of Arabia chiefly because
his reign approached close to Islam and he was the patron of
several renowned poets who celebrated his name f At length
Zeid the son of the unfortunate Adi procured his disgrace
at the Persian court in revenge for the murder of his
father Zeid praised the beauties of Hira to the king of Per
sia who readily adopted his suggestion that some of their
lovely faces might adorn his harem An embassage was ac
cordingly despatched to Noman who surprised by the demand
expressed aloud his wonder that the monarch of Persia was
not satisfied with the antelope beauties of his own land The
term was equivocal and Noman was represented to have spoken
of the females of Persia as cows The wrath of Kesra fell upon
his ungallant vassal and he fled from Hira After vainly wan
dering among the Arab tribes and leaving his arms in the cus
tody of Hani a chief of the Bani Bakr he in despair delivered

Tho Ridf took his place at the right hand of the king rode behind him c
The office was established by Mundzir III M C tie Peretval Vol II ,p 102

t His name has descended in many ways His partiality for tho flower called the ane

mone procured for it that name for it was called ShacaicU an nomun,s jULX yjU oJ

so also a town built by him on tho right bank of tho Tigris between Wasit and
Baghdad was vailed Nom niya M V de Perceval Vol II p 156
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himself up to the king of Persia The unfortunate prince
was made to pass between two long rows of lovely Persian
girls spcndidly attired and each taunted him with the question
whether she was a Persian cow He was cast into prison and
there died or was murdered Thus ended the eakhmite
dynasty in the year 605 A D having lasted the venerable
space of 327 years

An Arab of the tribe of Tay who had rendered service in
action to the king of Persia was raised by him but within
circumscribed limits to the government of Hira Meanwhile
Kesra demanded of Hani the arms and property which No
man had deposited with him The Bani Bakr resented the
claim and indignant at the murder of Noman they arrayed
themselves in opposition and carried pillage and confusion
into the Persian provinces The king vainly endeavoured to
interpose an obstacle by granting to Cays one of the Bakritc
chiefs a jagir around Obolla on the right bank of the Tigris
But notwithstanding the efforts and hospitality of Cays
the depredations still continued and Kesra resolved on
inflicting a signal tribulation upon his rebellious vassals All
the influence of Hira was given to swell with Arab allies the
innumerable Persian army which was to crush the Bani Bakr
But the word of alarm had been given and rapidly as it
passed from clan to clan amongst the ramifications of that
great tribe the Arabs flocked to the rendezvous in the valley
of Dzu Car The ranks were about to close when the iron
hearted Hantzala who had by acclamation been chosen Com
mander witli his own hand severed the girths of the camels
on which were seated his wife and the other women of the
tribe and thus abandoned thein in case of defeat to certain
captivity The Arabs fought with desperate bravery and the
Persian army was completely routed This defeat ominous
of the fate of Persia took place A D 611 A few months
previous Mahomet now forty years of age had entered on hie
prophetical career

Iyas the Arab Governor of Hira was shortly after depos
ed in disgrace and Hira governed thereafter by a Persian
grandee called Zfuliya fell into the rank of a common Satrapy
of Persia and thus continued till it was swallowed up in the
Mahometan Empire

From the victory of Dzu Car the Bani Bakr continued
independent The other tribes of Central Arabia who had
hitherto been held in vassalship to the Persian king through his
Arab rcspesentative at Hira now spurned the patronage of a
foreign Satrap and regarded with contempt the power of a nation
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torn by discord and paralysed by a succession of kings so rapid
and ceaseless as to be incapable of continuous government The
warrior prophet of Arabia was now rising to view as the
paramount chief in Arabia and the central and western tribes
between 628 and 631 A D joyfully transferred their allegiance
from a foreign and decrepit power to a native and vigorous
government But the Arab tribes of Mesopotamia who pro
fessed Christianity continued for some years longer to hold to
Persia and recognize its authority

We now turn to the kingdom of the Giiassanite Arabs
situated on the western side of the Syrian desert The fortunes
of Odenathus and Zenobia have been already traced After
their fall the Romans would appear to have recognized as
Kings or Phylarchs of the Syrian Arabs the chiefs of the
Hani Salih a Codhaite tribe which as has been mentioned
migrated to Syria, or of the Tonukhites who came westward
from Ilira

It has becn related above how a great body of the Azditcs
emigrated from Yemen about 120 A D They halted
in the Hejazy on their northward progress but after a
lengthened residence in the valley of Batn Marr not far from
Mecca the land became too strait for them and again in the
beginning of the third century they pursued their northward
journey It was now that they received the appellation of
Gkassan from their long residence by the way near a fountain
of that name At last during the dynasty of Odenath they
emerged on the plains of Bosra near the country of Balcaa
The Bani Salih who inhabited the vicinage allowed them by
direction of the Roman authorities to settle but demanded tri
bute which after an unsuccessful struggle the proud Ghas
sanites consented to pay But they paid unwillingly and bided
their time About the close of the third century an altercation
arose between one of their chiefs and the tax gatherer of the
Bani Salih the latter was killed both tribes took up arms
and he Ghassi iuite party were completely victorious The
Roman authorities took little interest in this struggle They
needed a barrier between Syria and the Persian frontier but
they were indifferent whether it should be composed of the
Bani Salih or of the Bani Ghassan When the latter accord
ingly agreed to be their faithful allies no difficulty was found
in acknowledging their chief Thai,aha the son of Amr as the
Phy larch or King of the Ghassanites It was stipulated that
in case of need the Arab should aid the Emperor with 20,000

E
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men while the Emperor guaranteed to succour his allies if
attacked by an army 40,000 strong

About the year 300 A D the Government passed into the
hands of another TriALABA,t the fifth in descent from Amr
Mozaikia and progenitor of the famous Ghassanide Dynasty
The history of this line is not so certain as that of Hira Here
there was no fixed seat of Government each Prince made
choice of his own or spent his life in the camp The continu
ous evidence arising out of a settled capital being here deficient
we find much confusion in the number succession and names
of the kings while the presence of several subordinate or
independent dynasties on the borders of Arabia which it is
not always easy to distinguish from the Ghassanides introduces
another element of uncertainty

The elevation of Thalaba caused much jealousy and discon
tent and two branches of the Ghassan tribe descended from
Aws and Kliazraj grandsons of Amr Mozaikia, separated from
their brethren and returned southwards They settled at
Yathreb or Medina where they will be found at a subsequent
part of our story On the first rise of Islam they were still
Pagahs and worshipped idols a fact which seems to disprove
the Arab account that the Bani Ghassan professed Christianity
and built monasteries in the middle of our second century
It is indeed possible that the Aws and Khazraj relapsed into
idolatry after quitting Syria but it is more probable that the
whole Ghassan tribe were then Pagan and did not embrace
Christianity till Constantine brought many political induce
ments to bear upon their conversion

The discontent of the Ghassanites was speedily quelled by
the success of Haritii the son of Thalaba 303 330 A D in
his predatory excursions It is supposed that Christianity
was adopted by the tribe under his successor Jabala 330
360 A D

During the next reign, that of Harith II 360 373 A D
These aro tho accounts of the Arab writers

f Arethas or Harith is a very frequent name of the Ghassan princes but there
is no ground for holding that it was a title common to all the Syrian Phylarohs
Several of the Ghassanlte Kings called Jabala are also styled Harith and it is
possible that they took this surname which signifies a lion, in opposition to that
of Mundzlr a dog, borne by many of their rivals the Kings of Hira M V tit Perc
vol ii p 210

t This would be the period when politically its introduction was most probable
But there is no direct proof Sozomenos asserts that an Arab Prince Zacome called
by l iquieu Zaracome, having obtained a son through the prayers of a monk was
willi his whole tribe converted to Christianity but it is difficult to identify any such
prince in the Ghassan line The nearest approach M C do Perceval can make is
in the name of Arcam a grandson of Thalaba
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is thought to have occurred the ill fated expedition of Julian
against Persia We learn from Roman history that the
Ghassanite allies discontented with the stoppage of the ac
customed subsidies took advantage of the reverses of the im
perial army harassed its retreat and cut up its rear guard

Harith was succeeded by his widow Mavia 373 380 A D
who turned her arms against the Romans and devastated
Phoenicia and Palestine She defeated the troops sent against
her but consented to peace on condition that Moses a man
renowned for his miracles should be sent as the Bishop of her
nation He was drawn from his solitude and consecrated
accordingly and it is said that he destroyed the remains of
idolatry among the Ghassanites Mnvia gave her daughter in
marriage to the Count Victor and by her subsidy of Arab
horse contributed essentially to the defence of Constantinople
against the Goths f During the succeeding century little is
known of the Ghassanite history but an imperfect and some
times confused list of names and some warlike passages with the
Kings of Hira

We pass on to Jabala III called also Harith IV 495
529 A D He belonged to another branch of the house of
Thiilaba and many historians commence the Ghassan succes
sion from him He is styled Al Ahbar the Great or Elder, as the
first of three famous Hariths who illustrated the fortunes of
the dynasty His wife Maria Dzdt al Curtain Maria of the
ear rings, belonged to the Yemen tribe of Kinda and her
sister was married to the Kindaito prince Hojr Akil al Morar
It is not certain how this alliance was contracted but we
find Harith at war with the Kinda tribe whose chief Amr al
Macsur son of Hojr he killed in battle Harith perished in
an encounter with Mundzir III of Hira Strange stories
are related of the ear rings of his wife which are proverbial
for inestimable value According to some she presented
them either before or upon her adoption of Christianity to
the temple at Mecca according to others they remained in
possession of her descendants and were worn by Jabala VI

See Gibbon s Decline and Fall eh xxiv But the name of Mnleh Kodosnces
tho renowned Emir of the tribe of GhassAn, it is not possiblo to connect with any
in tho Ghassanite line

This is from the Grecian historians Theophanea and Ammianus M C de Perce
val shows that the Arabs appear to have confounded M via with Maria a princess
who lived about a century later another specimen of tho critical skill of our
Arab historians

X Thus, db U c r 3 3 Each they say was the sic of a
pigeon s egg
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when in 637 A D he visited Mecca to do homage to
Omar

The Roman historians notice about this time two Phylarchs
who must have been distinct from the Bani Ghassun One
called Abo Charib Abu Carib received the chieftainship of
the Arabs of Palestine in exchange for a country washed by
the Red Sea He assisted the Romans against the rebel
Samaritans and received in return 20,000 prisoners whom lie
sold into Persia and Abyssinia Cays a Kindite prince is
also mentioned as having received an Arab Government from
Justinian about the year 536 f

Harith V surnamed the Lame 530 572 A D is styled
with satisfactory accuracy by Procopius Arethas son of
Gabala Jabala III He is celebrated for the honors show
ered upon him by Justinian who for the doubtful aid afforded
against the Persians conferred upon him the title of king,
and even the rank of Patrician In 531 A D he contributed
to the defeat of Belisarius by his treacherous or cowardly
desertion at the battle of Callinicus Ten years later he
assisted Belisarius in an inroad upon Mesopotamia and creat
ed a diversion in the ambitious plans of Chosroes but again
he acted treacherously and secured for himself the sole
booty of a rich tract of country while by false advices he
kept the Romans long waiting his return under a pestilential
sun The Arab historians are silent as to these exploits
but they relate an expedition against the Jews of Tayma
and Khaibar

The wars of this prince with Tina have already been related
under the reigns of Mundzir III and Amr III Harith re
paired A D 562 to Constantinople to complain of the hos
tilities of Amr after the conclusion of peace and to procure
the recognition of his son Harith as his successor It was
towards the end of the reign of Harith the Lame that Maho
met was born

It iB described as bounded by Palestine in the north by the country of the Mdnd
deniana on the south stretching ten days journey to the cast and producing only
palms Procopius

t Malala ami Thcophanos refer to Hftrfth as having been ill hostility with the Roman
commander of Phcnicia and obliged to quit the province and exile himself In the
desert During some such interregnum the princes here referred to may have reign
ed or Palestine may have formed a phylarchy,separate from thatof the Rani GiuMfui
It seems difficult to believe that Abocnarab tho chief of Palestine could Ivavo been
the Hfl rith al Araj of the Arabs M C de Perceval vol ii ,p 237 Note 3

X Hitherto the title had been Phylarch
See Gibbon s Decline and Fall chap aeli

Idem chap xlii
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Of Haritii tiie Less 572 587 A D little is related but
that he obtained a victory over Mundzir III at Ayn Obftgh
and indeed tlie kingdom of the Ghassanites does not henceforth
occupy any distinguished place in the pages of history The
successor of this prince Amr IV Abu Shammir 587 597
A D has been rendered illustrious by his patronage of the
Arab poets It was in his reign that Hassan Abu Thabit the
famous poet of Islam and friend of Mahomet first appeared
at the Ghassanide court where he met his fellow poets
Nabigha and Alcama and began to enjoy the favour of a
dynasty several of whose members visited him with peculiar
honors

From GOO to 630 A D the chief ruler of the Ghassanites was
Haritii VII son of Abu Shammir whose residence appears to
have been sometimes at Jabia sometimes at Amman Phila
delphia, the capital of Balciia In 629 A D Mahomet
addressed to him a summons to join Islam which he contemptu
ously refused and shortly after he died f Contemporaneous
ly with Harith and probably subordinate to him there reign
ed at Palmyra Ayiiam the son of Jabala and there existed
other inferior Governments such as that of Siiurahbil son of
Jabala IV at Mafib and Muta in Arabia Petrea J

Meanwhile the prestige of the Ghassanide rule had depart
ed The inroads of the Persians in the reign of Phocas and
in the early years of that of Heraclius had given it a shock

At the end of the 5th century the rule of the chief branch of the ihassfuutos
extended over Jaulan and llauran as the following versos by Nabigha Dhobiani on
the death of Noman VI 597 COO A D prove

Taulan Gaulonitis or the Golan of Deut chap iv 43 Joshua chap XX 1 Chron
chap vi is the high mountainous country cast of the lake of Tiberias Haurftn
Auranittit is adjacent to it
At this time there was apparently a division of the kingdom for we find Hojr II

and Amr V two grandsons of llftrith the Lame ruling over the Arabs of Palestine as
far as Ayla on the Red Sea 590 015 A D Thus Hassan Ihu Thttbit writes

j d j J j r y j i i 0
Who shall deceive time or I eel secure from its attack henceforth after Amr and

Hojr the two princes who ruled bondmen and free from the snow capt hills to the
boundaries of Ayla C de J erc p 249
The mountains of snow are likely the high ranges of Tiberias This branch

Was probably overthrown in the destructive war again kindled between Persia and
the West ill the first steps of which Chosrocs overran Syria plundered Antioeh
Damascus and Jerusalem and carried his ravages even to the borders of Egypt

t Wdehidi p 50
1 See also the account of an embassy from Mahomet to certain rulers In

Ammnn Wdehidi p 60J

Jc
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from which it never recovered and it is remarked even by a
Mahometan writer that the decadence of the race of Ghas
san was preparing the way for the glories of the Arabian
Prophet

The last king of the race was Jabala VI son of Ayham
630 637 A D The poet Hassan always spoke of this prince

with affection and with gratitude and although on embracing
Islam he discontinued his visits to the Ghassanide court Jabala
still continued to honor him by marks of his friendship During
Abu Bakr s Caliphate this prince took an active but always
unfortunate part in opposing the inroads of the Moslem
armies and he shared in the humiliation of the mournful day
of Yarmuk When Heraclius abandoned Syria he went over
to Islam and Omar but his faith in the new prophet was
neither deep nor lasting On a fancied insult he recanted
and retired to Constantinople where his family and his name
long survived f

Of the rest of the world Arabia maintained a singular
independence of mind and institution Egypt Syria Persia
as well as the Abyssinian kingdom of Axum adjoined on
Arabia or were severed from it only by narrow inlets of the
ocean yet they exercised but little influence upon the social
and political fortunes of its inhabitants who had no sympathy
with their manners and their language while the hospitable
deserts of the Peninsula never permitted the successful
encroachment of foreign arms But the dynasties of Hira
and the Ghassanides were native to Arabia and composed of
materials which blended with the Arab mind and struck an
impression upon it Both in warlike and social relations there
was with them a close connection It was through them the
Arabs communicated with the external world and derived their
ideas of Europe as well as of Asia Hira was besides ever since
the fall of the Ilimyar line the paramount power in Central
Arabia whose supremacy was acknowledged by all To this
and to the permanence and extent of its capital was owing
the superior political influence which it enjoyed in comparison
with the Ghassanite kingdom But the latter though inferior
to the court of Hira in magnificence and stability possessed an
important social power especially over the Western Arabs It
lay near Hejaz and there was a frequent interchange of
civility both from casual visits and the regular expeditions of
the mercantile caravans It is in this quarter therefore we

Tha lebi Tabitc t al mul h V C de Perceval vol ii ,p 2
t See Wdckidi,p 01 and M C de Percev il vol ii, p 257
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must ohiefly look for the external influences which moulded
the opinions of Mecca and Medina

Leaving now the outskirts of Arabia we proceed to sketch
the history of the chief tribes who occupied the centre of the
Peninsula and to trace the origin and rise of Mecca and
Medina

The traditional history of Mecca and of the line from which
the Coreish descended goes back further than that of the
Bedouin tribes Their fixed habitation in the valley of Mecca
strengthened and perpetuated local tradition which with a
mixture of fable and fact ascends to a century before the Chris
tian era while the accounts of the other tribes do not in
general commence more than two centuries before the birth
of Mahomet

The founding of Mecca by Abraham and Ishmael is so
clearly a legendary fiction that we should not advert to it
at all except to enquire in what facts or popular notions it
took its rise The outline of the legend filled up as usual
witli rich circumstantial colouring is as follows The wander
ing Hagar reaches the valley of Mecca in despair she hastes
to and fro from the little hill of Marwa to that of Safa seeking
for water Ishmael lies wailing on the ground but lo as he
passionately kicks around a fountain bubbles forth beneath his
feet it is the well of Zamzam A tribe of Amalckitcs are
tempted by the fountain to the spot and among them the
youthful Ishmael grows up On an eminence in the vicinity
Abraham in fulfilment of the divine behest was about to offer
up his son when his arm was stayed and a vicarious sacrifice
was prescribed The youth was married to an Amalekite wife
but during the absence of her husband she proved inhospitable
to his father who arrived as a guest and by the monition of
Abraham lie put her away and married another Two Ye
men tribes the Jorhom and Catura about this time arrived in
the vicinity the wicked Amalekites who vainly opposed their
settlement were expelled by a plague of ants and it was

It is hence in the same direction we must seek for the impression of Christianity
received by the Western Arabs We have no very satisfactory intimation as to the
peculiar pnases of Christianity exhibited by Ilira ami by the Ghussanitcs respec
tively Tlio former being Independent of Constantinople would be more likely to
embrace and retain the Nestorian doctrines popular In the Mast The Government of
Ghassan was nuclei 1 Koinan influcnco and would probably embrace the Sectarian
principles whether Eutychian Arian or Orthodox enforced by the Emperor of the
day and thus these would eventually influence Western Arabia Hut there is no
thing to us more remarkable than the gross ignorance of some of the leading fea
tures of Christianity which notwithstanding all their means of Information Is dis
played by Mahomet and his early followers
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with the daughter of the Jorhom Chief that Ishmacl cele
brated his second nuptials On a subsequent visit Abraham
assisted by his son proceeded to erect the Kaaba and to recon
stitute the ancient rites of pilgrimage on the sacred spot After
Ishmael and his son Nabit Nabaioth, the management of the
temple devolved on Modsidh the Jorhom Chief who held the
imposts of the Northern or Upper part of Mecca while Samay
da the Catura Chief held the Southern But a quarrel arose
between the two tribes and the Jorhom assisted by the des
cendants of Ishmael Mustdriba i e half caste Arabs, expelled
the Catura who joined and were lost amongst the Amalckites
From this point which the juxta position with Ishmael would
make at least 2,000 years anterior to Mahomet, to Admin who
lived a little before the Christian era the legend is blank and
although the ready pen of the traditionists has supplied a list
of Mahomet s progenitors to fill up the space yet Mahomet
himself never traced his pedigree higher than Adnan, and de
clared all who went further back guilty of fabrication and
falsehood

Even in the time of Adnan we find ourselves encompassed
with legend and with doubt Bakht nassar or Nebuchadnezzar

Beyond Admin, said Mahomet none but the Lord knoweth and the genea

logists lie jjjLuiJI Wuckidi p 9 Yet W oWdi as well is oilier biogra
phers gives a list of some forty names between Adnfin and Ishmael The manner in
which these genealogies have been got up has been explained in a former paper
An anecdote regarding the Tadmorite Rabbin similar to that quoted from Tabarl Is
given by Wackidi p 6, who also furnishes other intimations that such like lists have
been supplied from Jewish sources thus Abn Abdullah the Secretary of Wiickidi
writes

Jj rl Au j S±i ijSJ A 1 IjHLk xxj j j
Li j JaAzri Hi Ix Jjj i lti4 5 Jdi
y j es i yS, lkXi j J iya J us l J Llifj

Liii Jx Ijjic u LJ c si i JjjJ rL J lJJj f j i A u/ S J Uj
fi y u/

And I have met with no difference of opinion in respect of M ladd being of the
children of Caydar I if Ishmael but this discrepancy in the genealogy between
them gives proof that the particulars of the descent have not been preserved hut
have been taken from the Jews and translated by them to the Arabs and thus they
differ in their several versions of this genealogy and if this genealogy had been
really a oorrect one then the prophet of the Lord had been better acquainted with
it than any other So my conclusion is that the genealogical detail ends with
Adnanj and that we must hold back from anything beyond that till we reach
Ishmael son of Abraham W ekidi,p Oj

This is a clear admission that up to Adnnn Mahomet s genealogy is native and
Arabic but beyond that it lias been borrowed from the Jews
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the traditionists say attacked Arabia and having routed Adnan
and the Jorhomites devastated Mecca and carried off to Babylon
a multitude of captives But Providence watched over Admin s
son Maadd whom by the command of the Lord Eremia and
Abrakhia Jeremiah and Baruch, carried off and nurtured
safely in the land of Harran But between Mahomet and
Adnan there is an ascertained interval of but eighteen genera
tions and by careful calculation the birth of Adnan cannot bo
assigned to an earlier date than 130 B C while the ravages
of Nebuchadnezzar s army occurred 577 B C Thus even in
such comparatively modern events does legend contemn the
limitations of chronology

After the expulsion of the Bani Catura the Jorhomites
remained supreme at Mecca and a list of their kings is given
for nine generations i e from about one century B C to
nearly the end of the second century A D f During this period
in which according to the fond conceit of the Moslems, the
Jorhomites usurped the Ishmaelite privileges of the Kaaba the
following successions took place among the Coreishite ances

tryAdnan born 130 B C begot two sons Mttadd and Akk
The descendants of Akk moved to the south of Jidda and
mingled with the Yemenites

MaaddJ borif 97 B C had four grand sons Modhar Ra
bia Iyud and Anmur all distinguished by a most prolific pro
geny which was destined to play a conspicuous part in various
quarters of the Peninsula Of the two last the posterity
spread from Yemen to Irac From Rabia sprang several nota
ble tribes viz the Bani Abd al Cays who eventually passed
over to Bahrein on the Persian gulph the Anaza, who to this
day overspread Arabia the Bani Numir ibn Cdsit who settled

This is the calculation of M C do Perceval The dates of the more Immediate
progenitors of Mahomet are calculated at their ascertained ages Beyond that thert
being no other data the length of each generation is reckoned at the average period

of thirty three years
In arranging the chronology of these kings tradition displays the most inimita

ble confusion The first in the list is the father in law of shmael while the daughter
of the ninth is given in marriage to Maadd about 50 I C Again two generations
later the last of the dynasty is made coeval with Fihr Cnrcish who lived in the mid
dle of the third century This last however is a clear historical date or al least is
the likeliest to be so and in calculating back therefrom M de IVrccvul arrives
at the conclusion that the first Jorhoinite prince was coeval with Adnan the earliest
known ancestor of the Corelsh This is a very satisfactory coincidence as tradition
al reminiscence would bo likely enough to bring down the ancestral lines both of the
Jorhom and Coreish from the same period

t A tradition in Wftokidi makes Maadd to be coeval with our Saviour p 9 This
is probably a matter of calculation and not of bom fide tradition but it is quito
possible that Miiadd may have been alive when our Saviour was born

These are the Aenen of J3urkhardt
F
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in Mesopotamia and finally the Bani Bahr and Bani Taghlib
eons of Wail with their numerous branches whose wars famous
in the annals of Arabia will be alluded to hereafter

Modhar born 31 B C had two sons Eliyas and Ayldn
the father of Cays From the latter descended the powerful
tribes of the Bani Adwan Ghatafan Suleim Hawazin and
Thakif

The descendants of Eliyas born about the Christian era,
are from their Codhaite mother termed the Bani Khindif one of
them T bikha was progenitor of the Bani Mozaina and of
the Bani Tamim famous in the history of Najd

Another son Mudrika born 35 A D was the father of
Khozaima and Hodzail The latter was the ancestor of the
Bani Hodzail distinguished in the annals both of war and of
poetry and as we learn from Burkhardt still occupying under
the same name the environs of Mecca

KriOZAlMA born C8 A D begat Asad and Kindna The
Bani Asad retired to Najd but were subsequently expelled by
Yemen tribes and returned to the Hejaz where they boje a
prominent part in opposing the arms of Mahomet

Kinana born 101 A D had six sons each of whom be
came the chief of a numerous family Among them was Abd
Monat the father of Bakr and through him of the Bani Duil
Laitli and Dhamra But the most illustrious of his sons was
Nadiir born 134 A D the grand father of Fiiir born 200
A D surnamed Coreish, and the ancestor at the distance of
eight generations of the famous Cussai born 400 A D

Up to the era of Nadhr or of his son MAlik the Jorhomites
retained their supremacy But towards the end of the second
century the Azdite immigration of which we have repeatedly
spoken took place and a horde of Azdite adventurers settled
at Batn Marr a valley near Mecca The Jorhomites jealous
of these neighbours endeavoured to expel them but were

Travels in Arabia Vol J pp C3 CG
f Nadiir is sometimes styled Goreish but it is more frequently Finn or his sort

Malik to whom the appellation is first accorded See W chidy p lSJj Tab ri,p 40where a variety of origin are Riven for this name The likeliest is the meaning
noble but it is also possiblo that the Goielghj by the illustration of fffiat was simply a
proper name may have conferred upon it that meaning Others say that Nadiir had
a guide called by that name and as his mercantile Varavan approached it used to be
saluted as the Caravan of Coreiah and thus the appellation passed to him Again
it is derived from a metaphorical resemblance to a fish called Jorcish which eats up
all others or to cursh a high bred camel Others refer it to a root which signifies
to trade M 0 de Perceval Vol I ,p 229 Wackidi p 13, had a theory that thfl
name was first given to Cussai who gathered together the descendants of Fihr
Sprenger adopts this notion and makes Cussai tin iirxi real personage in t he line and
Fihramyth but this seems an excess of scepticism Life of Mohammad p 1
Sec also traditions in TAburi,pp 41 42 in favour of Cussai as the first called by tho
name Coreish
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worsted in the attempt Meanwhile the Mdaddite tribes or
ancestors of the Coreish, were engaged in a similar but more
successful struggle with a body of Codhaite adventurers who
were endeavouring to establish themselves between Mecca and
Taif The Codhaites feeling that they could not maintain
the contest retired as we have before noticed towards Syria
and Bahrein

Meanwhile a party of the Azdites the Ghassan Aws
and Khazraj quitted Batn Marr but they left behind
them a portion of their colony thence styled the Bani
Kkozda the remanent under the command of Amr son of
Lohai and great grandson of Amr Mozaikia f With the
Khozaa the Meccan families of Bakr son of Abd Monat, and
the Bani lyad combined and falling upon the Jorhomites
slaughtered and expelled them from the Tihama Modhiid
the last king of the Jorhom dynasty at his departure or
previously foreseeing as they say that his people would be
overthrown for their wickedness buried in the vicinity of the
Kaaba and by the well Zamzam by this time choked up
two gazelles of gold with swords and suits of armour j These
events occurred about 206 A D

It would seem that the Bani lyad then contended with the
other Maaddite tribes for the charge of the Kaaba now vacated
by the Jorhomites but that they were worsted in the struggle
and emigrated towards Irac where as we have seen they took
part in the establishment of the kingdom of Iiira

But the descendants of Maadd were destined to be still
excluded from the administration of the Kaaba and of Mecca
for about 207 A D it was seized upon by their allies the
Khozaa whose chief Amr and his descendants held the govcrn

That is tho Bani Mdndd or families desconded from the son of Admin The
term ll mi prefixed to any of Mahomet s ancestors as Bani Admin Bani Niz r Bani
Fihr is of course extensive in proportion to the remoteness of the name with which
it is coupled Thus the Buni Moihar include the branches of Haw lln and Ohata
fan luil do nut include those of Bakr and Taghlib while the Buni Niztlr father of
Modhar, include both the Bani Fihr again being lower down, include neither
but are confined to the Coreish In speaking of the ancestry of Mahomet and the
tribes related to him by blood it is convenient to style them the Bani Mdudd a com
prehensive title including all

One would expect no doubt to exist on the filiation of so important a tribe
Nevertheless it is held by a few that the Khozaa are of tho Mdaddite stock but the
great body of writers give them tho origin assigned in the text which is also sup
ported by the following verses of Hassan Ibu Thiibit who thus traces a common
origin between his own tribe the Khazraj of Medina, and the Khozaa

J J uj kj U/o c yL Ui c 3 J Uku Uf
And when we sojourned at Batn Marr the Khozfia with their families separat

ing from us remained behind 1/ 0 de Perceval Vol I p 217
These were the ornaments and armour subsequently dug up by Abd al Muttalib

Mahomet s grand father
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ment of the country for upwards of two centuries Still three
important offices were secured by the Mdaddite tribes First
the Nasi or commutation of the holy months and intercala
tion of the year was bold by a descendant of Kinana Second
the Ijaza or signal and arrangements for the departure of the
pilgrims from Mount Arafat and Min 1 exercised by the Bani
Sufa descendants of T lbikha son of Elyas Third the Ifadha
or heading the procession from Muzdalifa enjoyed by the
Bani Adwan f

The position of parties remained in this state till the begin
ning of the fifth century by which time the Corcish had ad
vanced in numbers and power so as to rival their Kho/ikitc
rulers It was reserved for Cussai the fifth in ascent from
Mahomet to assert the real or imaginary right of his tribe
to the guardianship of the Kaaba and the command of Mecca
The outline of his romantic story is as follows

Kilab born 365 A D the sixth in descent from Fihr Corcish
died leaving two sons Zohra and Zcid born A D 400 the
former grown up the latter a suckling His widow married a
man of the Codhaite tribe Odzra and followed him with little
Zeid to her new home in the highlands south of Syria where
she gave birth to another son called Rizah When Zeid grew
up he was named Cussai because of the separation from his
father s house but at last learning the noble rank of his ances
try he resolved to return to Mecca and travelled thither with
a company of the Odzra pilgrims At Mecca he was recog
nized by his brother Zohra and at once received into the posi
tion his birth entitled him to hold J

The talo explaining how this happened is at the best doubtful The Bani Iyfid
as they quitted the country resolved to do all the mischief they could by remov
ing the black stone from tho Kaaba and burying it secretly A Khozaitc female
alone witnessed where it was put and the Khozaites agreed to restore it only on
condition that the Kaaba was made over to them with the Kaaba tho temporal
power followed also No such unlikely talo as this is required Tho Khozila wcro
evidently at this period more powerful than tho Mcccan tribes To them tho chiof
merit of driving out the Jorhomitcs was due and they naturally succeeded to
their placo Cnf M de Sacy Mem sur Arabcs avant Mahomet,pp 00 07

t Vide Tabari,p 12 M C de Perceval Vol pp 220 240 Vol II p 202
Sprengcr,p 6 note it and p 1 note iv Tho Nasi or intercalary system M C

do Perceval traces from tho beginning of tho fifth century or about thirty years
before Cussai s accession to power The new mode of calculating the era might
originate then but uot tho faculty of transposing the mouths which was probably
of old standing

Tabari p 20 tt seq Wachidi,p 11 J Sprenger treats this as a fictitious
story framed to cover Cussai s foreign extraction and greedily adopted by Ma
hometan authors, to save the Ishmaolite lineage of their Prophet p 18 This
view is ingenious but surrounded with insuperable difficulties

1 Tho story is evidently not of late growth but grounded on ancient and
prc Islamitic tradition

2 Considering the attention givon by the Arabs to genealogical details it
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Cussai was a man of commanding person and of an energetic
and ambitious mind He was treated with great distinction by
Holed the Khozaite King who gave him his daughter Hobba
in marriage and permitted him or his wife to assume the
immediate management of the Kaaba and perhaps some of the
functions of the Government On the death of Holeil Cussai
who had now four adult sons and had rapidly advanced in
wealth and influence perceived his opportunity and having
canvassed among the Coreish for support bound them together
in a secret league He also wrote to his brother Rizah to
come to his aid at the ensuing pilgrimage with an armed band
of the Bani Odzra for even the Khozua arc said to have out
numbered the Coreish

Cussai opened his clandestine measures by the violent asser
tion of his claim to the right of dismissing the assembled Arab
tribes from Minii when the ceremonies of the pilgrimage were
finished From remote times this had been the office of the
Bani Sufa a distant branch collateral with the Coreish, who
repressed the impatient multitude took precedence in flinging
the stones at Mina and marshalled the dispersion of the assem
bly their own tribe taking the lead

On the present occasion the Bani Sufa stationed on the
eminence of Ackaba in the defile of Mina were on the point
of giving the usual command when Cussai stepped forth and
claimed the privilege It was disputed weapons were drawn
and after a sharp encounter in which llizah with 300 of the
Bani Odzra rushed to the succour of Cussai the Sufa yielded
their office with the victory to their opponent

The Khoztia looked on with jealousy at this usurpation of
prescriptive right and began to entertain suspicions lest Cus

nppcars incredible that the story should have been foisted into currency without

some foundation3 The only remaining supposition would bo that Cussai was not the little
Zoid taken to the highlands of Syria by Kilab fl widow But there would be
not only tho testimony of the widow and of her second husband and of
their acquaintance among the Bani Odzra to establish ibis fact hut also the family
recognition of relatives Zohru though blind not necessarily from old ago recog
nized his brother s voico To those who have noted how personal peculiarities are
often handed down from father to son this will not appear impossible though Dr
Sprenger rejects the idea1 Cussai Bad many enemies among the Khoz a Bani Bakar and Bani Sufa and
there were numerous other Coreishite branches who would not have failed to seize
upon and perpetuate any story casting doubt upon Cussai s Coreishite origin Yet
we do not observe in any quarter tho shadow of a traditional suspicion because
as wo believe, Cussai was actually received on good grounds and by common

consent as the veritable son of Kilab Zohra and Cussai are said to have been

both poets

Tabari p 29
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sai should seek to snatch from them also their hereditary title
to the supremacy over the Ilejaz They prepared to resist
and associated with themselves the Bani Bakr their old allies
in the expulsion of the Jorhomites The Coreish rallied round
Cussai who was again supported by Rizah and his comrades
and a second but more general and bloody action ensued The
field remained uncertain for the carnage was so great that the
combatants mutually called for a truce and surrendered the
decision of their claims into the hands of Amr an aged sage
The umpire though of Bani Bakr descent affirmed the assump
tions of Cussai yielded to him the guardianship of the Kaaba
and the Government of Mecca and still more strongly to
mark the justice of his position decreed the price of blood
for all men killed on his side while the dead on the other side
were to pass unavenged by fine

Thus about the middle of the fifth century or perhaps
440 A D the command of Mecca passed into the hands of
Cussai The first act of his authority after the Khozaa and
Bani Bakr had evacuated Mecca and the Odzra allies had been
dismissed was to bring within the valley of the Kaaba the
whole of his kinsmen of Coreish descent many of whom had
previously lived in the mountain glens surrounding Mecca f
The town was laid out anew and to each family was allotted
a separate quarter which was held with such tenacity that the
same partition was still extant in the time of the Mahometan
historians So large an influx of inhabitants joined to the
regular distribution of the land swelled the city far beyond its
previous bounds and the site of the new habitations trenched

This is the most received account Tlici c arc other narratives which it may bo
interesting to mention though they more or less contradict that given in the text

irst Iloleil the Khozaitoking openly held that Cussai was tho host entitled to suc
ceed him and therefore left tohim by will the inheritance of his power Second llolcil
gave up tho care of the Kaaba with its keys to his daughter Jlobba,Cussai s wile j and
appointed a man called Ghubshau some say he was her son to assist her Cussai
made him drunk and purchased from him tho command for a skin of wine and
some camels but the Khozaa rose up against Cussai when lie began to exercise his
privileges whereupon he sent for aid to his brother Rizih c Wackidi says p 11 J
that this occurred at a tittle when Gliuhshuu was enraged at the Meccans for with
holding the customary cesses at the season of pilgrimage and that after the bargain
as above, ho vacated Mecca in favor of Cussai A third statement is that the

Khozfia were attacked by a deadly pestilence which nearly extirpated therfl and
that they resolved to evacuate Mecca selling or otherwise disposing of their houses
there All those accounts will be found iu Tabari pp 27 32 and Wickidi
pp 11J and 12

t Tabari p 29 But some as iho Bani Muhirib and Bani Hdrith descendants
of Fihr Coreish, still preferred their semi nomad life outside of Mecca and wcro

thence styled fcl JaJ J j m contradistinction to tho j
those of tho Yalo of Mecca Wackidi p 12
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upon the acacias and brushwood of the valley, which the su
perstition of the place had invested with so peculiar a sanctity
that the people feared to remove them Cussai superior to
such scruples seized a hatchet and the people following his
example the trees were soon removed From effecting this
re union of his clan Cussai was called Mujammi or the

Gatherer f
The next civic work of Cussai was to build a Council House

or Town Hall called Ddr al Nadwa having its porch opening to
wards the Kaaba near which it stood J Here all political
movements were discussed and social ceremonies solemnized

In the Town Hall the girls first assumed the dress of woman
hood and their marriages were celebrated from thence all
caravans set forth and thither the traveller on returning
from his journey first bent his steps When war was resolved
npon it was there that the banner Liwd was mounted by
Cussai himself or by one of his sons By assuming the Pre
sidency in the Hall of Council Cussai rivetted his authority
as the Sheikh of Mecca and Governor of the country and

his ordinances were obeyed and venerated as one does the
observances of religion both before and after his dcath

bJ 3 i LajJI jsr l j S j Wdchidi,p 124
t According to somo as wc have seen lie was also called Corcish But

the received doctrine refers that title many generations hack Weil conjectures
that Cussai as the first Corcish and that it was not till after Mahomet s loath
that the appellation the hearers of which wero held by tho I rophot to bo the
noblest Arubs and the best entitled to tho Government, was extended higher and
wider in order to take in Omar and Abu Bakr whose collateral branches separated
from tho main lino abovo Cussai Tho limiting of the title to tho descendants of
Cusssai is denounced by the Sunnies as a Shie ite heresy Weil looks upon this as
strengthening his theory but wo confess the charge of Shia fabrication appears
to us a very likely one They first endeavoured to limit tho title in order to throw
suspicion upon tho early Caliphs and the house of Omeya Again supposing
the existence of the motive imagined by Weil why should tho clumsy expedient
have been adopted of going back to i ihr or Madbr three or four generations
carlior than Kab the common ancestor both of Mahomet and the three first
Caliphs i It is possible but wo think not probable, that tho term Corcish was
introduced first in tho time of Cussai but if so it was then used to denominate
tribes he drew together and thus tho whole of the descendants of Fihr See
Weil s Mohammed p 4 note iv This conclusion would correspond with the
tradition that before the timo of Cussai the Corcish were termed tho Bani Nadhr

Wdckidi,p 12J
J Ho is said also to have rebuilt the Kaaba as the Jorhom had done before

and to have placed tho images Hobal Isaf and Naila in it See M C de Perceval
Vol I p 2i9 Sprenger p 20 But the authority seems doubtful l Yoni his
being said to have rebuilt tho Kaaba has arisen the opinion adopted by Sprenge
that Cussai founded both tho Kaaba and Mecca an opinion which appears to
contradict both probability and tradition

Vide Tabari p 32 et scq WAc/ddi p 12 ct scq
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Besides these civil offices Cussai possessed the chief religious
dignities connected with the Meccan worship The Ilijdba gave
him the keys and the control of the Kaaba The Siedya or
giving of drink to the pilgrims and the Rifada or providing
them with victuals were his sole prerogatives and in the eyes
of the generous Arabs invested his name with a peculiar lus
tre During the pilgrimage leathern cisterns were establish
ed at Mecca at Minfi and at Arafat and he stimulated the
hospitality of the inhabitants to subscribe annually an ample
fund which was expended by himself in the gratuitous distri
bution of food to the pilgrims

He did not assume the minor offices of marshalling the pro
cessions on the ceremonial tour to Arafat though it was osten
sibly for one of those offices he first drew the sword, nor the
post of Nisd or commutation of holy months f but being the
paramount authority these duties would be executed in strict
subordination to his will Thus, writes Tabari he main

tained the Arabs in the performance of all the prescriptive
rites of the pilgrimage and that because he believed them

f in his heart to form a religion which it behoved him not to
alter
The religious observances thus perpetuated by Cussai were in

substance the same as in the time of Mahomet and with some
alterations as we find practised in the present day The
grand centre of the religion was the Kaaba to visit which
kiss the black stone and make seven circuits round the sacred
edifice was at all times regarded as a holy privilege The
little pilgrimage Omra or IJajj al Asrjliar, which involved
these acts and the rite of hastily passing to and fro seven
times between the little hills of Safa and Marwa close by the
Kaaba might be performed with merit at any season but
especially in the sacred month of Kajab which formed a break
in the middle of the eight secular months Before entering
the sacred territory the votary assumed the pilgrim garb
thrdm, and at the conclusion of the ceremonies shaved his

head and pared his nails

In the palmy days of Islam stono aqueducts and ponds took the place of
this more primitive fashion Cnf Burhhardt s Travels in Arabia pp 59 Wild 267

and Ali Bey Vol II p 68 The giving of water to the inhabitants of Mecca from
wells without the town is stated as the origin of the custom of Sicuya M C dc
Perceval Vol I p 2 i The custom however appears rather to have been origi
nally connected with the well Zamzam the sonrco of Mecca s ancient prosperity
Hut according to tradition we must suppose this famous well to have been at this
period filled up as Abd al Motallib was the first to open it after its neglect

f M C de Perceval Vol I p UO Tabari,pp 34 and 72
t Tab iri,p M
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The Great pilgrimage Hajj al Akbar, involved all the
ceremonies of the little pilgrimage but it could be performed
only in the holy month Dzul Hijja and it concluded with the
additional rite of repairing to Arafat a small granite hill in a
mountain country some eighteen miles east of Mecca, on the
9th of the month returning that night to Mozdalifa and next
morning 10th proceeding to Mina midway between Arafat
and Mecca, where the two succeeding days were spent each
pilgrim repeatedly casting small stones at certain objects and
concluding the pilgrimage by the sacrifice of some victim a
camel a sheep or a kid

At w hat remote period the country about Mecca began to be
regarded as inviolable Haram, we have no means of judging
but the institution of tho four sacred months appears to have
formed an ancient and perhaps original part of the system
These were three consecutive months viz the last two and
the first of each year f Dzul Cdada Dzul Hijja and Moharram,
and the seventh Rnjab During them by unanimous consent
war was suspended hostile feelings suppressed and an univer
sal amnesty reigned over Arabia Pilgrims from every quarter
were then free to repair to Mecca and fairs throughout the
land were thronged by those whom merchandize or the con
tests of poetry brought together

There is reason for supposing that the Meccan year was
originally a lunar one and continued so till the beginning of
the fifth century when in imitation of the Jews it was turned
by the interjection of a month at the close of every third year
Nisa, into a luni solar period f If by this change it was

For descriptions of the hill of Arafat and adjoining plain Seo Burkhardt s
Arabia p 266 and Ali Bey Vol II p 67

t The question has been well discussed by M C de Perceval Vol I p 242 et
seq and in tho Journal Asiatique Avril 1843 p 342 whore the same author has
given a Memoire sur le Calendrier Arabe avant Vislamisme It is assumed that the
months as in other rude nations were originally purely lunar and that thus tho
month of pilgrimage camo as it now does in the Moslem calendar, eleven days
earlier every year and in thirty three years performed a complete revolution of the
seasons It is supposed that tho inconvenionco of providing for the influx of
pilgrims at all seasons led to the idea of fixing the month of pilgrimage when it
came round to October or autumn invariably to that part of tho year by a system
of intercalation Tradition notes tho sories of Nasi officers who performed tho
duty The first of these was Sarir a man closely connected with tho Coreish and
whoso goncalogy would make him sixty or seventy years of ago at the close of the
fourth century j so that if we trust to tradition, the origin of intercalation could
not havo been much later than the beginning of tho fifth century Tho Arab
historians aro not agreed upon tho nature of tho intercalation practised at
Mecca Some say seven months were intorposod every nineteen years other
nine months evory twenty four years but I Those are evidently supposed
systems formed on calculation to give a true solar year and the first having

G
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intended to make the season of pilgrimage correspond invari
ably with the autumn when a supply of food for the vast mul
titude would be easily procurable that object was defeated by
the still remaining imperfection of the cycle for the year being
yet shorter by one day and a fraction than the real year each
recurring season accelerated the time of pilgrimage so that
when after two centuries intercalation was prohibited by Ma
homet A D 631, the days of pilgrimage had moved from
October gradually backward to March

Coupled with this and styled by the same name Nisd was
the privilege of commuting the last of the three sacred months
for the one succeeding it Safar, in which case Moharram be
came secular and Safar sacred It ia probable that this innova
tion was introduced by Cussai who wished by abridging the long
three months cessation of hostilities to humour the warlike
Arabs as well as to obtain for himself the power of holding

been introduced by the Jews only about the end Of the fourth century was
not likely to have been so immediately adopted at Mecca and II Neither
system would answer the likely requirement of bringing the month of pil
grimage in two centuries from autumn round to spring Other Arab writers
say that a month was interjected at the close of overy third year and this is the
system recognized by M C do Perceval apparently on good grounds for 1 it
exactly corresponds to the revolution of the pilgrimage month from autumn to spring
in two centuries as is clearly shown in the chronological table attachod to his
Vol I and it also corresponds with the fact of the pilgrimage month having in 541
A D fallen at the summer solstico when Belisarius on that account refused to
let his Syrian allies leave him See above note p 28 2 It was the system
previously tried by the Jews who intercalated similarly a month at the close
of every third year called Vc adar or the second Adar and there is a
priori every likelihood that the practice was borrowed from the Jews 3 The
tradition in favor of this view is more likely than the others to be correct
because it could have originated in no astronomical calculation 4 Although
it would change the months to various seasons yet it would do so gradually so
that the months might meanwhile acquire and retain names corresponding with the
character of the seasons Such nomenclature probably arose on the months first
becoming comparatively fixed i e in the beginning of the fifth century and thus
the names Rab Jurn da BamadhSn signifying respectively rain and verdure tho
cessation of rain and heat clung by the months long after they had become
misnomers

M de Sacy s view that intercalation was practised at Medina whilo a purely
lunar calculation prevailed at Mecca is clearly opposed to the fact that a common
system of calculation obtained over the wholo Peninsula tho time of pilgrimage
being one and undisputed Mem sur Arabesavant Mahomet pp 123 143

An important corollary from M de Perceval s conclusion is that all calculations
up to the end of Mahomet s life must be made in luni solar years and not in lunar years
involving a yearly difference of ten days It will also explain certain discrepancies
in Mahomet s life some historians calculating by the luni solar year in force in the
period under narration others adjusting such periods by tho application of the
lunar year subsequently adopted Thus some mako their prophet to have lived sixty
three or sixty three and a half years jith crs sixt five tho one possibly being luni
solar the other lunar years f
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Moharram either sacred or secular as might best suit his
purposes

In reviewing this account of Mecca and its religion the
origin of the temple and of the worship demailds our attention
The Mahometans as we have seen attribute them to Abraham
and Ishmael and connect a part of their ceremonial with bibli
cal legends but their traditional narrative we have already
concluded to be a mere fable devoid of probability and of
consistency f Farther considerations will strengthen the con

The third successor from Smlr who first held the offico of Nasi was Hod
zcifu the First who in addition to tho intercalation commuted ono sacred month
for another This may very well bring tho system of commutation under
Cussai as supposed by M C de Perceval Besides exchanging Moharram for
Safar hence called tho two Safars some say the powor existed of commuting
tho isolated sacred month Rajah for tho one succeeding it Shaban whence
they were called the two Shabans When this was done it became lawful to war
in Mohurram or Rajab and Safar or Shaban acquired tho sacredness of the
months in the stead of which they were placed Cnf Sprenyer p 7 C de Per
ceval Vol I p 249 Journal Asiatique Avril 1843 p 350 It appears however
to us more likely that the system of commutation was an ancient one moro remote
probably than that of intercalation but it had perhaps fallen out of use and Cussai
may have brought it into practice more prominently than before See note f p 44
of this Art

f M C de Perceval rejects the Ishmaelite traditions but still holds them mythi
cally to shadow forth actual facts Thus although Nebuchadnezzar s invasion was
in 577 B C and Adnan who is said to havo been routed by him could not have
lived earlier than 100 B C Yet, says ho this is not a sufficient reason for
banishing the legend into the domain of fable It may contain some traits of real
facts as well as many ancient traditions modified and arranged in modern times

The posterity of Ishmacl vanqnisbod and nearly destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar
II as prophesied by Jeremia then long after reviving and multiplying through
some branches that escaped the sword appears to me to be personified under
Adnan and Maadd names pertaining to a comparatively recent epoch and
employed by anticipation

In truth tho distance which separates Maadd and Adnan from Nebuchadnezzar
and the breach in tho continuity of tho chain between Adnan and Ishmael,
might at first sight make one doubt whether Adnan were really of Ishmaelite
issue But opinion is so unanimous with regard to that descent that not to
ndmit its truth would be an excess of scepticism Tho Arabs of the Hojaz and
Najd have always regarded Ishmacl as their ancestor This conviction the
source of their respect for the memory of Abraham is too general and too deep
not to repose on a real foundation In fine Mahomet who gloried in his Ishmael
ito origin was never contradicted on that point by his enemies tho Jews

I accept then the legend interpreted in this senso that at a time more or less
posterior to Nebuchadnezzar II somo feeble relics of the race of Ishmael desig
nated under the collectivo and anticipative denomination of Mdadd and preserv
ed it may bo amongst the Israelites appeared in the country of Mecca occu
pied then by the Jorhomites that in the sequel Maadd son of Adnan not now
in the collective but probably individual sense, one of the descendants of Ishmael
united himself by marriage with tho tribe of Jorhom and hecamo the progenitor
of a numerous population which subsequently covered the Hejaz and Najd

Here occurs a singular approximation of two distant events This establish
ment of Maadd on the territory of Mecca and his marriage with the Jorhom
princess are an oxact repetition of what is reported of Ishmael his ancestor In
this double set of facts Ishmael is undoubtedly a myth Mdadd is probably a reality
M C de Perceval Vol I p 183 Cnf also note ,page 41 of this Article
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viction that Mecca and its ritca cannot possibly claim an
Abrahamic origin

First There is not the slightest trace of anything Abra
hamic in the ess ential elements of the superstition To kiss
the black stone to make the circuit of the Kaaba and perform
the other observances at Mecca and the vale of Arafat to keep
the sacred months and to hallow the sacred territory have no
conceivable connection with Abraham or with the ideas and
principles which his descendants would be likely to inherit
from him The rites were either strictly local or connected
with the system of idolatry prevailing in the south of the
Peninsula and originated in causes foreign to the country
chiefly occupied by Abraham s race

Second A very high antiquity must be assigned to the
main features of the religion of Mecca Although Herodotus
does not refer to the Kaaba yet he names as one of the chief
Arab divinities Aeieat and this is strong evidence of the
worship at that early period of Allat a Meccan idol He
makes likewise a distant allusion to their veneration for stones f
Diodorus Siculus who wrote about half a century before our
era in describing that part of Arabia washed by the Red Sea
uses the following language there is in this country a tem

pie greatly revered by all the Arabs These words can
hardly refer to anything but the holy house of Mecca for we
know of no other which ever commanded the homage of all
Arabia Early historical tradition gives no trace of its first
construction some aBsert that the Amalekites rebuilt it and
retained it for a time under their charge all agree that it

Ovvopd ovo i he rhv piv Awvvcrou OporaX rrpi Si Ovpavirjv AXtXar
Herod III 8 The identification generally held betweon Orotal and Allahu

Taala appears to us to be too remote and fanciful for adoption but Cnf C de
Perceval Vol I p 174 and jRosenmiiller s Geog Vol III p 294 with Pococke s
Specimen p no i or OpordX there are the various readings OvpordXr and
OporaXr

f Sifiovrai Si Apdfitot nlo ns av8pama v opoia Tom pdXio ra noievvTai Si
avras Tpima ToupSt rav fiovKopivav to mcrra notteo dai SWoe dvrjp dp poTcpav
avTav ev peo o etrrear o e i ro taw tu v x el P T ty rovs SaKTvXovs
Tour peydXovs tirirdpvd Ttov mttvpivav ras nio ris Ka enfira afta v ck tov
ipariav ixarepov KpoKvSa d l j ei rm alpan iv pecra Keipevovs XiBovs irrrd
tovto Si iroUav imxaXid rdu re Aidvvo ov Kal rrjv Ovpavlnv Herod loo cit
Thus the hands of the contracting parties were first cut with a sharp stone and
the blood was then rubbed upon seven stones placed in the midst and at the same
time the divinities were invoked There is here a close blending of the stones with
religious worship

t M C de Perceval Vol I p 174 and authorities there cited

Sec the authorities quoted by Sprengcr p 15
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was in existence under the Jorhom dynasty, about the time of
the Christian era, and that having been injured by a flood of
rain it was by them repaired It was again repaired by
Cussai

From time immemorial tradition represents Mecca as the
scene of a yearly pilgrimage from all quarters of Arabia from
Yemen Hadhramaut and the shores of the Persian Gulph and
from the deserts of Syria and the remote environs of Ilira and
Mesopotamia Thus the circuit of its veneration might be
described by a radius of a thousand miles interrupted only by
the interposition of the sea So universal an homage mujt
have had its beginnings in a very remote age and a similar
antiquity must be ascribed to the essential concomitants of the
worship the Kaaba with its black stone the sacred limits
and the holy months The origin of a superstition thus anci
ent and universal may naturally be looked for in the country
itself and not in any foreign source

Third The native systems of Arabia were Sibeanism idola
try and stone worship all closely connected with the religion
of Mecca

There is reason for believing that Sabeanism or the worship
of the heavenly bodies was the earliest form of departure in
Arabia from the pure adoration of the deity The book of
Job and many historical notices and certain early names
in the Himyar dynasty imply the prevalence of the system t
As late as the fourth century we have seen that sacrifices were

That tho Bani Jorhom must have had a hand cither in the construction or
repair of tho Kaaba Zahair in his M Jlaaca testitios

u/ y j J 1 iVWI swear by that house which is encircled by tho Coreish and Jorhom who built
it Sir W Jones Vol X ,p 356 M C de Perceval Vol III p 352

It will also be remembered that when tho Jorhomites wero expelled about 200
A D the black stone is said to have been secreted by the Bani Iyad and produced
by the Khoz a so that according to this the worship of tho Kaaba must then have
been of ancient standing

f The namo of Abd Shams servant or votary of tho Sun, occurs in the
Himyar dynasty about the eighth century B C and again in tho fourth century
One of these is said to have restored Am Shams or Heliopolis M C de Perceval
Vol I p 52, but the tradition probably originated in the namo Tho stars
worshipped by tho various tribes are specified by M C de Perceval Vol I p
349 and Pococke s Specimen p 4 Mahomet represents tho peoplo of Saba as
worshipping the sun in the days of Solomon Sura XXVII v 25 Isdf and
Ndila whoso statues were worshipped at Mecca are said to havo been the son and
daughter of Dhib and Sahuil i e the constellations of tho Wolf and Canopus
and were thus probably connected with the adoration of these heavenly bodies
If C de Perceval Vol I p 199 See also in Sale s Preliminary Discourse a

notice of tho constellations worshipped by the Arabs pp 19 and 20 In Sura
liii 19 is an evident allusion to the adoration of Al Shiiu or Sirius
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offered in Yemen to the sun moon and stars The seven
circuits of the Kaaba were probably emblematical of the re
volutions of the planetary bodies and it is remarkable
that a similar rite was practised at the other idol fanes in Ara
bia f

Mahomet is said to have held that Ameer son of Lohai the
first Khozaite king A D 200 was the earliest who dared to
change the pure religion of Islirnael, and set up idols brought
from Syria But this is a mere Moslem conceit for tho
practice of idolatry thickly overspread the whole Peninsula
l om a much more remote period and we have authentic
records of ancient shrines scattered from Yemen to Duma and
Ilira most of them subordinate to the Kaaba and some having
rites resembling those of Mecca J A system thus widely dif
fused and thoroughly organized cannot but have existed in
Arabia long before the time of Amir Ibn Lohai and may
well be regarded as of indigenous growth

The most singular feature in the Fetichism of Arabia was
the adoration paid to unshapen stones The Mahometans
hold that the general practice arose out of the Kaaba worship

The adoration of stones among the Ishmaelites, says Ibn
Ishac originated in the practice of carrying a stone from

the sacred enclosure of Mecca when they went a journey
out of reverence to the Kaaba and whithersoever they
went they set it up and made circuits round about it as was
done to the Kaaba till at the last they worshipped every
goodly stone they saw and forgot their religion and changed

See above jingo 14 of this article
f C de Perceval Vol I p 270 Hishami p 27 and Sprenger s Mohammed p 6
ShahraStany informs us that there was an opinion among tho Arabs that tho walk

ing round the Kaaba and other ceremonies were symbolical of the motion of the pla
nets and of other astronomical facts In a noto I authority is given for consi
dering tho Arabs to be worshippers of tho sun moon and stars the constella
tions adored by each tribe being specified

J Hishami p 27 and 28 whore tho various shrines and their localities and ad
herent tribes are specified also M C de Perceval Vol I pp 113 198 223
and 269 and Sprenger,p 78 For idolatry at Hi a consult M O de Perceval Vol II
pp 19 100 and 132 at Wedfnn Wdc/tidi 268 jand manysubscquont passages Hishimi
p 163 and M C de Perceval II fi49,and 6H8 There was a templo of Moral at Medina
at MushaUal Cudeid towards tho sea But it is needless to specify farther As to
the ceremonies oven the inviolability of tho holy territory did not want its
counterpart We road of a Haram or sacred templo and enclosure instituted in
the fifth Century for tho Bani Ghatafan in imitation of that at Mecca We have no
farther particulars to onablo us to judge whether it was a simple imitation or
aspired to any independent origin It was destroyed by Zahair the Yemen ruler of
the B Taghlib about tho middlo of that century C de Perceval II p 26 i
See also tho account of tho Kaaba of Najran formed on the model of that of
Mecca I p 160
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the faith of Abraham and Ishmael and worshipped images
This tendency to lapidolatry was undoubtedly prevalent
throughout Arabia but it is much more probable that it occa
sioned the superstition of the Kaaba and its black stone than
that it took its rise in that superstition

Thus the religion of Mecca in its essential points is connect
ed with forms of superstition strictly native to Arabia and the
natural conclusion is that it grew out of them The process
may be thus imagined Mecca owed its origin and importance
to its convenient position mid way between Yemen and Petra
From very remote times the merchandise of the east and south
passed through Arabia and the vale of Mecca lay upon the
usual western route The plentiful supply of good water at
tracted the caravans it became a halting place and then an
entrepot of commerce a mercantile population with the con
veniences of traffic grew up in the vicinity and eventually
a change of carriage took place there the merchandise being
conveyed to the north and to the south on different sets of
camels The carrier s hire the frontier customs the dues of pro
tection, and the profits of direct traffic added capital to the
city which probably rivalled though in a more simple and primi
tive style the opulence and the extent of Petra Jet ash or Phila
delphia The earliest inhabitants were like the Catftra

Ilishami p 27 M C de Perceval Vol I p 197 Hishami notices a largo stone
worshipped by the Bani Malkan at which they used to sacrifice animals Compare
also the notice of stones given abovo from Herodotus

f From Burkhardt s account it appears that tholevol of the well of Zamzam con
tinues the samo even when there is the greatest draught upon its waters This he
ascertained by comparing tho length of the rope required for the bucket in the
morning and again in the evening The Turks regard this as a miracle for
the expenditure of water must be very great as it is used not only by the
multitudes of pilgrims but by every family of Mecca for drinking and ablution
though not for culinary purposes Ho learned from one who had descended to
repair the masonry that tho water was flowing at the bottom and that tho water
is therefore supplied by a subterraneous rivulet The water is heavy in its
taste and sometimes in its colour resembles milk but it is perfectly sweet and
differs very much from that of tho brackish wells dispersed over the town When
first drawn up it is slightly tepid resembling in this respect many other fountains
in the Hejaz Travels in Arabia p 144 See also the Travels of Alt Bey Vul
II p 81 Tho latter makes tho surface water fifty six feet below tho mouth of
the well ho agrees with Burkhardt as to the temperature but states that tho water
is rather brackish and heavy but very limpid It is wholesome nevertheless and
so abundant that at tho period of the pilgrimage though there were thousands of
pitchers full drawn its level was not sensibly diminished The authorities of
Sale Preliminary Discourse p 4 who make the water unwholesome and unfit for
uso aro evidently incorrect

t See Sprengcr s Mohammed p 14
The only romains in tho way of buildings at Mecca besides the Kaaba consist

ed of the well Zamzam which when the city decayed was neglected and choked up
It was discovered and cleared out by Mahomet s grandfather who recognized the
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Jorhom and Khozaa though long anterior to tliem, natives of
Yemen and the incessant traffic maintained a constant inter
course between them and their mother country From Ye
men no doubt they brought with them or subsequently re
ceived Sabeanism stone worship and idolatry and these
they connected with the well of Zamzam the source of their
prosperity near which they erected their fane with its symbo
lical Sabeanism and mysterious black stone Local rites were
superadded but it was Yemen the cradle of the Arabs
which furnished the normal elements of the institution The
mercantile eminence of Mecca to which the Bedouins of Cen
tral Arabia were lured with their camels by the profits of the
carrying trade by degrees imparted a national character to the
local superstition till at last it became the religion of Arabia
When the southern trade deserted this channel though the
mercantile prestige of Mecca vanished and its opulence decay
ed yet the Kaaba still continued the national temple of the
Peninsula The contingent population betook themselves to
the desert and the native tribe the ancestry of the Coreish
were over ridden by such southern immigrants as the Jorhom
and Khozaa dynasties till at last Cussai arose to vindi
cate the honour and re establish the influence o f the house of
Mecca

But according to this theory how shall we account for the
traditions current among the Arabs that the temple and its
rites were indebted for their origin to Abraham and Ishmael
This was no Moslem fiction but the popular opinion of the
Meccans before Islam Otherwise it could not have been
referred to in the Coran as an acknowledged fact nor would
the names of certain spots around the Kaaba have been con
nected as we know them to have been with Abraham and
with Ishmael

traces of it Its foundations and masonry must have been of great solidity and
excellent structure and it is no doubt a remnant of the works which onco adorned
Mecca in its primeval prosperity

Dr Sprengcr attributes the Abrahamic doctrine to the religious enquirers who
preceded Mahomet and adds that these traditions were neither ancient nor gene
ral among the pagan Arabs but it appears to us undoubted that such traditions
were universally received in the timo of Mahomet as the names then in use
Macam Ibrahim Mac m Ismail c prove j and as they could not have gained so
general a currency suddenly the legends must be regarded as of ancient date even
in Mahomet s time Dr Sprenger thus argues Wo find no connexion between
the tenetB of Moses and those of tho Haramites and though biblical names are
very frequent among tho Mussulmans we do not find one instanco of their occur
rence among tho pagans of the Hejftz beforo Mohammed Life p 103 But these
reasons do not affect our theory for 1 we hold that the religion of the Kaaba
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The reply to the ahove question has been anticipated in a
former paper It was there shown that the Yemenite Arabs
early commingled very extensively with the Abrahamic tribes
and reason was seen for believing that at a remote period a
brunch descended from Abraham and probably from Ishmael
settled at Mecca and became allied with the Yemenite race
The Nabathean or any other mercantile nation of this stock
attracted to Mecca by its gainful position would bring along
with it the Abrahamic legends which intercourse with the
Jews had tended to revive and perpetuate The mingled race
of Abraham and of Cahtan would require a modification of
the Meccan religion corresponding with their double descent
and this was naturally accomplished by grafting the Abraha
mic legends upon the indigenous worship and by rites of sacri
fice or ceremony perhaps now for the first time introduced
and associated with the memory of Abraham

The Jews themselves were also largely settled in Northern
Arabia where they had considerable political influence There
were extensive colonics of them about Medina and Kheibar in
Wadi al Cora and on the shores of the Atlantic gulph and
they maintained a constant and friendly intercourse with
Mecca and the Arab tribes who looked with respect and ve
neration upon their religion and their holy books f When

was instituted by tlio Pagans themselves the Abrahamic tradition being simply
super imposed and 2 it wns super imposed not by Jews or Israelites but by
Abrahamic tribes of probably Ishmaclitie descent who hud a very different no
menclature from that of the lows as is evident from Genesis On the other hand
the affinity of Arabic witli Hebrew proves something common in origin and as
has been before shown renders probable the existence of Abrahamic tradition
among the Arabs

See Article on the Aborigines of Arabia No xxxvii
t The oarly history of Arabia gives ample proof of this When Mahomet took

Kheibar ho questioned its unfortunate Jewish chiefs as to the utensils which
they used to lend to the people of Mecca W ckidi p 122 Again the unbeliev
ing Coreish consult the Jews as to whether their own religion is not better than
Mahomet s and are assured that it is Hishami pp 194 and 285 Sura IV v 49
and Sale s note Mahomet s early career shows much deference and veneration
for the Jews and ho professed to follow their Scriptures and true doctrine even
to the end of his life

In the list of Jorhom Kings wc find the remarkable name of Abd al Masih
76 106 A D or servant of the Messiah

M C de Perceval concludes that the title is a Christian one that its bearer
lived therefore after the Christian era and that Jesus Christ was then one of the
divinities of the Hejaz But neither fact appears deducible from the name It
is hardly credible that at so early a period any Arab Prince assumed that title as
a Christian one it is incomparably more probable that it was of Jewish or
Abrahamic origin and was assumed at the time when the expectation of a Messiah
was rife if indeed the name be not a mere traditional fiction The legend
that the image of Jesus and the Virgin was sculptured on a pillar of the Kaaba

II
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once the loose conception of Abraham and Ishmael super im
posed upon the Meccan superstition had received the stamp
of native currency it will easily be conceived that even pure
ly Jewish tradition would be eagerly welcomed and unscrupu
lously adopted By a summary and procrustean adjustment
the legends of Palestine became those of the Hejaz The
holy precincts of the Kaaba were the scene of Hagar s dis
tress and it was the sacred well Zamzam that brought her
relief It w is Abraham and Ishmael who built the Meccan
Temple placed in it the black stone and established for all
mankind the pilgrimage to Arafat In imitation of him it
was that stones were flung and sacrifices were offered at
Mina in remembrance of the vicarious sacrifice in the stead of
his son Ishmael And thus although the indigenous rites may
have been little if at all altered by the adoption of the
Abrahamic legends they came to be viewed in a totally differ
ent light and to be connected in the Arab imagination with
something of the purity of Abraham the Friend of God The
gulph between the most gross idolatry and the purest theism
was bridged over and upon this common ground Mahomet
taking his stand sounded forth his more spiritual system in
accents to which all Arabia could respond The ritea of the

and adored by the Arabs is not an early or n well supported one and in itself
is improbable Christianity never found much favor at Mecca and Mahomet was
singularly ignorant in many Important respects regarding it

It is to this source wo trace the Arab doctrine of i Supreme Being to whom
their gods and idols were subordinate The title of Allah Tdilln run Hoar high
God was commonly used before Mahomet to designate this conception But in
some tribes tho idea had become so materialized that a portion of their native
offerings was assigned to the Great God just as a portion was allotted to their idols
M C de Perceval Vol l ,p 113 Sale s Preliminary Dittoitrti,p 18 The notion

of a Supreme Divinity represented by no sensible symbol is clearly not eoguatcwith
any of the indigenous forms of Arab superstition It was borrowed directly from
the Jews or some other A brahamio race among whom contact with the lows had
preserved or revived the knowledge of the God of Abraham

Familiarity with the Abrahamic races also introduced the doctrine of the immor
tality of the soul and the resurrection from the dead but these were held with
many fantastic ideas of Arab growth Revenge pictured the murdered soul as a
bird chirping for retribution upon tho murderer and a camel was allowed to
starve at the grave of his master that he might be ready at the resurrection again
to carry him upon his back

A vast variety of Scriptural language and terminology was also in common use
or at least its meaning understood Faith repentance Divine wrath the devil and
his ungels the heavenly host Gabriel messenger of tho Lord are but a speci
men of ideas and expressions which acquired from a Jewish source were either
current or ready for adoption So were the stories of the fall of man the flood
the destruction of the cities of the plain c c j so that there was an extensive
substratum of crude ideas and unwrought knowlcdgo bordering upon the dominion
of the spiritual ready to the hand of Mahomet
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Kaaba were retained by him but emasculated of every idola
trous tendency and they still hang a strange unmeaning
shroud around the living theism of Islam

We mast now enumerate the chief tribes in other quar
ters of the Peninsula with as much brevity as the occasional
complication of the subject will permit

The earliest historical notices of Central Arabia do not
ascend beyond the middle of the fourth century of our era that is
to say about six generations or two hundred years before the
birth of Mahomet

The Bani MADinj,aCahlanite tribe which afterwards settled
in Najran issued about the era above specified from amongst
the teeming population of Yemen and made an incursion
upon the Tihama The Maaddite tribes of Meccan origin
rallied under Amik son of Tzarib and repulsed the invaders
Amir who was then elected the Ruler Hakam of the combined
tribes belonged to the branch of Adwdn which as we nave
seen possessed the office of heading the pilgrim procession in
the vale of Muzdalifa This important tribe soon fell into decay
and lost its importance From the period of this contest
we have no farther accounts of Central Arabia for another
century when we find a king of Yemen visiting Najd and
receiving the homage of its tribes It has been noticed in the
sketch of Yemen that the Himyarite Kings held a sort of
feudal supremacy over the central tribes Ever and anon
the Arabs rebelled but having no general head to rally around
they as often relapsed into their state of vassalage

In the middle of the fifth century Hojr Akil al Mouar
chief of the Kinda a powerful tribe of Cahlanite descent which
issuing from Yemen seated itself in Central Arabia, was con

Tlio uncircumciscd males of the tribe at that period arc given at the extrava
gant number of forty to sixty thousand which would imply a population of
from two to four hundred thousand But this is absurd the more especially as
Adwftn llie progenitor of tho tribe was not born more than 200 years before
It illustrates however the important position that tribes when on tho ascendant
rapidly increased by associating under tho same banner and title with themselves
other straggling tribes attracted by the prestige of their power and tho hopes of
plunder It is thus that we must account for tho extensiveness of the hordes
which in the fifth century represented the Bani Bakr Bani Tftghlib Bani
Hawazin Bani Ghatafan Bani Sulaim Sec none of whose nominal progenitors
was born much before 200 A D

Where respectable descent was wanting a good tribe was often adopted or en
deavour was made to fabricate a claim to a good pedigree Seo instances in
Wdckidi p 227 C de Perceval Vol II p 491

Burkhardt found the Bani Adwan still inhabiting the country between Jidda and
Taif they used to inuBter 1,000 matchlocks but wero nearly exterminated by
Mahommod Ali Pasha They were an ancient and noblo tribe, he adds un
equalled in tlm Hej z and intimate with the Sharifs of Mecca Travels in
Arabia p 240
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stituted by his uterine brother Amr King of Yemen the ruler
of all the tribes descended from Mi iadd The most distinguish
ed of these were the descendants of Bakr and Taghlib sons
of Wail who with their various sub divisions were located in
Yemama Bahrein Najd and the Tihama Hojr waged a suc
cessful war with Hira and conquered from it a part of Bahrein
claimed by the Bani Bakr He enjoyed the title of King
and ruled from 460 to 480 A D

To him succeeded his son Amr al Macsur, 480 495 A B
but lie failed in retaining the Maaddite tribes under his alle
giance which was recognized for the most part only by his
own race the Bani Kinda The claims of Yemen to a feudal tax
were pressed with too great harshness and twice upon the
plains of Sullanf 481 A D and Khazaz 492 A D the
Kindaite ruler supported by the troops of Yemen was repulsed
by the Arabs f Amr al Macsur was killed in a battle fought
against Hiirith V of the Grhassan dynasty

The Bakr and Taghlib tribes rejoicing in the independence
secured in these battles by their victorious arms chose Koleib
492 494 A D chief of the Bani Taghlib to be their ruler

But Koleib was haughty and overbearing and he wantonly
killed the milch camel of Basfi 9 a female relative of his wife
who was of Bani Bakr lineage This and other acts of indigni
ty roused the vengeance of the Bani Bakr who slew Koleib
The two tribes were now marshalled one against the other and
the struggle famous under the name of the war of Basus so
called after the injured female lasted long with various success
and was not finally extinguished for forty years

Meanwhile the Maaddite tribes weary of the prevailing
anarchy returned to their Himyarite allegiance and placed
themselves under the rule of the Kindaite Prince Hauith
495 524 A D son of Amr al Macsur

This is the Harith whose invasion of Syria and temporary
conquest of Hira have been recounted before f His strange
career was closed by defeat and death about 524 A D His

This tribe must be distinguished from the Bani Bakr descendants of a grand
son of Kinana who assisted in the expulsion of the Jorhomites from Mecca

f SulUm lay to the south of the Hcdjaz and the east of Najd towards Ya
muma

Some verses of Zohair a poet of the Bani Kalb and tho Yomenito Governor
of tho Bani Bakr and Taghlib are preserved with reference to these actions in
which he himself was engaged

This prince it will bo romombered was the son of Muria Dzul Curtain
Maria of tho earrings, sister of Amr al Macsur s mother

They awarded him one of the signs of sovereignty viz a fourth part of the
booty Mahomet secured a fifth

See page 25
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sons succeeded him but by imprudence and disunion they soon
divested themselves of their hereditary influence The Bani
Taghlib as partizans of one brother vanquished the Bani
Bakr the supporters of another in the celebrated action of
Kulab the First 526 A D and the Bani Bakr after their
defeat sought for protection under the supremacy of the Kings

of HiraThe dynasty of Himyar had now sunk under the invading
force of the Abyssinians 525 A D and the African rulers
of Yemen failing to command the respect or obedience which
prescriptive right had accorded to the time honored lineage
of Cahtan the tribes of Central Arabia one by one transferred
their allegiance to the Court of Hira In the year 534 A D
the Bani Taghlib followed the Bani Bakr in this course and
peace was enforced between the two tribes by Mundzir III
Prince of Hira whose common authority they owned The
amnesty was proclaimed at Mecca a treaty was recorded and
signed and eighty youths of either tribe were sent as hostages
to Hira and renewed year by year The Bani Bakr continued
to live about Yamiima and the shores of the Persian Gulph
but the Bani Taghlib migrated to Mesopotamia It was subse
quent to this that Amr III of Hira was slain by a Taghlib
warrior poet Amr ibn Colthum, for a supposed insult offered
to his mother Thenceforward the Bani Taghlib were the
enemies of Hira and to escape the vengeance of Amr s suc
cessor they removed to Syria But on the opening of Islam
we find them again in Mesopotamia professing the Christian
faith f In 632 A D they attached themselves to the false
prophetess Sejii and after a prolonged struggle submitted to
the Moslem yoke The Bani Bakr as we have seen continued
faithful to Hira to the last and in 511 A D they glorious
ly avenged the murder of Noman V by the Persian king
in the battle of Dzu Car and achieved independence for
themselves A portion of them the Bani Hanifa had em
braced Christianity but the whole tribe seems voluntarily to
have submitted to Islam during the life time of Mahomet

This Amr is fumous for his Moiillaca or suspended poem, which was re
cited at the lair of Ocatz His tribe doted on it and it used to be repeated even
by the children long after his death

f They sent a deputation to Mahomet the members of which wore golden
crosses They were allowed to maintain unchanged their profession of Christia
nity but not to baptize their children or bring them up as Christians a fatal
concession

Some of the most famous of the Arab poets belong to the Bakr and Taghlib
tribes and their poems havo rendered famous the war of Basus and the long
train of hostilities which followed Thus there are ascribed poems of tho class
Moiillacat to Tarafa Haritk ibn Hiliza and Maim n nl Asha all of tho Bakr
tribe and to Amr ibn Colthum of the Bani Taghlib
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We must now go back and take a glance at the fortunes of the
house of Kinda We left the sons of Harith at variance
among themselves They were pursued with relentless hate
by Mundzir III of Hira 526 530 A D in whose breast the
injuries inflicted by Harith in his invasion still rankled Crush
ed by such persecutions the illustrious dynasty of Akil al Montr
was soon all but exterminated and there survived only an
insignificant branch which continued to rule for half a century
longer over a part of Bahrein The history of this period
is enlivened by the romantic tale of Imrul Cays the brother
of Harith who united in his person the two princely Arab
qualities of poetry and heroism In the noble attempt of
raising troops to revenge the death of his father Amr al Mac
sur he repaired as a suppliant to every friendly tribe in Arabia
and his checquered career, now received with distinction or
heading a victorious band, again routed and hunted as a wild
beast over the deserts by the enmity of Hira, ends at the last
in his seeking for succour at the Court of Constantinople lie
died on his way back 540 A D and his touching poem ranked
among the Moullacat contains many beautiful allusions to his
melancholy history

The chieftainship of the Kindite tribe devolved on a junior
branch of the family which resided in Iladhramaut and assist
ed towards the expulsion of the Abyssinians and restoration of
the house of Himyar On the first appearance of Islam we
find Cays ruling over the Bani Kinda there and his son Al
Ashdth with the whole clan joined Mahomet A D 631

Another set of tribes the descendants of Cays AylanJ of the
Mcccan stock now demand our attention they are divided in

An interesting coincidence may here be observed between Arab history and
the Grecian writers Procopius and Nonnosus mention an embassy to Abyssinia
from Justinian A D 531 the objeot of whiohwaa to endeavour through the Ye
menite Viceroy of the Abyssinian King to reinstate a prince called Cays in the
command of the Kindinians and Mdaddenians and give him troops to fight against
thcPcrsians Here we identify imrul Cays whom the Greeks sought to restore
to his Arab chieftainship and aid against the Persian vassal of Hira Other coinci
dences of names may be traced in M C dr Percevdl Vol I/ ,p 316

The Arabs tell us that when Imrul Cays went to Constantinople ho left his daughter
arms c with Samuel the Jew in his fort of Ablak near to Tayma in Northern
Arabia This noble Jew was attacked by the Ghassanlde king Harith the Lame
who demanded the deposit and threatened to slay the son of Samuel before him
if he refused The Jew was Immovable and the faith of Samuel has hence become
proverbial among the Arabs

Arab writers say that the Emperor of Constantinople jealous at the reports of
the intimacy of Imrul Cays with his daughter gave him a tunic which like that of
Hercules consumed his body Ho died in fact of ulcers Tho legend shows to
how late a date 540 A D fiction mingles with Arabian history

t See W chidi p 64 and Ilishdmi p 426 whero thoir embassy is described
f The patriarchs Ghatafctn ami Hawftzln were contemporaries of Fihr Corelsh

born A D 200 Their ancestor Aylan was the grandson of Modhar who was the
grandson of Miadd
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to two great branches the Ghatafan and tlie Kiiasafa con
nected but at some distance with the Coreish The chief fami
lies of the Ghatafan were the Bani Dzobian and the Bani Abs
those of the Khasafa were the Bani Sulaim who lived near Mec
ca and with whom Maliomct was put out to nurse and the
Ilawazin the latter again were sub divided into the Tkackif
who inhabited Taif and the Bard Amir ibn Sassaa Excepting
the Bani Thacldf these were all of Nomad habits and their range
of pasturage extended over the portions of Najd and its moun
tain chain adjoining on the llejaz fromKheibar and Wadi alCora
to the parallel of Mecca

Our earliest notices of those tribes commence in the middle
of the sixth century when after the fall of the Kindaite dy
nasty we find the king of the Bani Abs in command of
the whole of the Bani Ghatafan and also of the Ilawazin
He formed an alliance with Noman IV of Hira who took his
daughter in marriage but his eldest son in returning from
her convoy was murdered and the marriage presents plun
dered by a bianch of the Ilawazin 1 lostilities arose the Absitc
1 rince was assassinated A D 567 and thenceforward the Bani
Hawazin secured their independence

The Bani Abs ready for revenge were diverted by a fresli
cause of offence in another quarter Cays their chief in a
marauding expedition had plundered from the Bani Tanur a
horse of matchless speed called Dahis Hodzeifa chief of the
Dzobian their sister tribe vaunted his horse Ghabra as su
perior and a wager and match were the result The Dzobian
party by an ignoble stratagem checked the steed of Cays and
Ghabra first reached the goal A fierce dispute arose as
to the palm of victory and the disposal of the stakes Arab
pride and revenge soon kindled into warfare and such was
the origin 568 A D of the disastrous war of Dahis which
for forty years embroiled and wasted the tribes of Ghatafan
and Ilawazin For some time hostilities raged with various
success at last a truce was concluded and the Bani Abs
delivered a number of their children as hostages into the hands
of the Bani Dzobian but Hodzeifa treacherously slew the
innnocent pledges of his foe and A D 576 the war was re
kindled afresh In the battle of Habaa the Bani Abs were vic

This war is very famous in Arab history and poesy which delights to expatiate
on all the attendant olroumstances The detailed account given by M C de Perceval
is highly Illustrative of the fiery pride of Arab chivalry The history and parentage
of the ill starred l aliis is traced with a curious minuteness which would be

found in few nations but Arabia The expression
omened than Dahit became proverbial

J

r f More ill
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torious and Hodzeifa, with his brothers expiated his treachery
with their lives But the bloody revenge of the Absites over
shot the mark So extensive was their slaughter of the Dzobian
chiefs that the other Ghatafan clans conspired to crush the
murderous tribe The Bani Abs alarmed at the combination
forsook their usual haunts and wandered forth to seek an
asylum which after many repulses from various tribes they
found with the Bani Amir a Hawazin tribe

But meanwhile the Bani Amir had become embroiled in
hostilities with an independent tribe the Bani Tamim of Mec
can origin who occupied the north eastern desert of Nnjd from
the confines of Syria to Yemama and had vanquished them
in the notable battle of Rahrahan 578 A D The Tamim
now coalesced with the Dzobian and instigated by a common
enmity sought to humble the Bani Amir along with their
refugees the Bani Abs Fearful of the issue of so unequal
a combat the two latter tribes retired to a strong moun
tain called Jabala where behind a steep and narrow gorge they
awaited the attack The Bani Tamim and Dzobian came
blindly forward their opponents rushed forth and though in
ferior in numbers put them completely to rout Such was the
decisive battle of Shed Jabala fought in 579 A D f

The fortunate connexion of the Bani Abs with the Bani Amir
continued fm many years Atlast the seeds of mutual dissatisfac
tion having been sown the Absites separated themselves and
began to long for peace with their Dzobianite brethren After
many difficulties and the exercise by several distinguished men
of a most magnanimous devotion to the public good,J a con

The only brother who escaped was Hisn father of Ueina chief of the Fczara
a Dzobianite tribe who becomes famous in the time of Mahomet

t Amir ibn Tofail Chief of the Bani Amir in Mahomet s time was born on the
rocky crest of Jabala whither the females had been for safety removed just as the
victory was secured The Mahometan writers place this engagement at an earlier date
some m the year of Mahomet s birth others as far back as 533 A D In refuting this
erroneous calculation M C de Perceval has the following remarks of general appli
cability En general dans toute l histairc antc islamique les Arabes ont exagcrc
1 antiquit des falts oomme la dure e do la vio des personnages Vol II p 484

J Thus Zohair ibn Abu Solma a contemporary poet of the Mozeina celebrates
the magnanimity of Hfkrlthand llarim two Dzobianite chiefs who charged themselves
with supplying 3,000 camels required in payment of the blood shed in this long war
After the negotiations had been interrupted by a perfidious murder Hiliith brought
100 camels the full fine or price of blood, along with his own son to the father of
t l mrdercd person and said choose between the blood of my son and the milk of
the camels The man chose the camels and the negotiations went on There were
many other famous poets during the war of Dahis and none moro so than the warri
or Antara whose feats have been transmitted to modern Arabs in the apocryphal
but charming Romance of Antar His Moiillaca is still extant I abid the satir
ist of the Bani Amir stock and N bigha Dzobiilni so styled from his tribe, are also
worthy of mention as distinguished poets
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elusive peace wa3 effected A D 609 and the war of Dahis
came to an end

The Bani Abs and Dzobiau now united together with the
Bani Ashja another Ghatafan tribe against the Bani Amir and
other Hawfizin clans and a long continued warfare marked aa
usual by assassinations and petty engagements but distinguished
by no general action prevailed between them till the rise of
Mahomet s power

The following is the sequel of the Bani Tamim s history
After the battle of Sheb Jabala they fell out with their neigh
bours the Bani Baler Wail, who in a year of famine tres
passed on their pastures and several battles but without any
important issue were fought between them in 604 A D and
the following years In 609 the Persian Governor of a neigh
bouring fortress to punish the Bani Tamimfor the plunder of a
Yemenite caravan enticed into his castle and slew a great
number of their tribe Thus crippled and disgraced they
retired to Colayb on the confines of Yemen where they were
attacked by the combined forces of the Bani Kinda the Bani
Harith of Najran and some Kodhaaite tribes but they repulsed
them in a glorious action called Colayb the second fought
A D 612 Inspirited by this success they returned to their
former country and again entered into hostilities with the
Bani Bakr From 615 to 630 A D several battle ccurred
but in the latter year both parties sent embassies to Mahomet
The Bani Bakr meanwhile foreseeing that under the new faith
their mutual enmities would be crushed resolved to have a
last passage of arms with their foes The battle of Shaitain
end of 630 A D was a bloody and fatal one to the Bani

Tamim and they repaired to IMahomet denouncing the Bani
Bakr and imploring his maledictions against them But the
Prophet declined by such a proceeding to alienate a hopeful
adherent and shortly after received the allegiance of the Bani
Bakr as well as of the Tamim

Two independent tribes more or less Christian deserve a
separate notice These were the Bani Tay and Bani Harith
both descended from Cahhin and collateral therefore with the
Bani Kinda

The Bani Tat emigrated from Yemen into Najd probably
in the third century of our era and moving northwards seated
themselves by the mountains of Aja and Salma and the town
of Tayma The influence of their Jewish neighbours in that
quarter led some of them to adopt Judaism others went over
to Christianity and the remainder adhered to their ancient
paganism and erected between their two hills a temple to the
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divinity Fvls We know little of this tribe till the beginning
of the seventh century when we find its two branches Ghauth
and Jadlla arrayed against each other on account of the dis
puted restitution of a camel After some engagements
which are termed the war of Fasdd or discord, the Jadila

emigrated to the Bani Kalb al Duma and thence to Kinnasria
Chalcis in Syria They sojourned long there but at last

after the dissensions with their sister tribe had continued
twenty five years peace was restored and they returned to
their former seat In 632 A D the whole tribe embraced
Islam The two famous chieftains Hatim Tay and Zeid al
Kheil belonged to the Bani Ghauth The former is supposed
to have died between 610 and 620 A D the latter embraced
Islam and his name was changed by Mahomet from Zeid al
Kheil i e famous for his horses, to Zeid al Kheir the Bene

ficent
The Bani Harith were a clan descended from the Cahlan

ite stock of the Bani Madhij They must have emigrated from
Yemen at a very early date as they were seated in Najran
between Yemen and Najd, when the Azdites about 120 A D

moved northwards and they skirmished with them We find
that the Bani Harith were settled in the persuasion of Chris
tianity in the time of Mahomet Baronius refers their conver
sion but with little probability to the Mission of Constantius
to the Himyar court already noticed as having occurred A D
343 The Arabs attribute it to the unwearied labours and
miraculous powers of a Missionary called Feimiyun and his
convert the martyr Abdullah and M C de Perceval as well
as Assemani concludes that Christianity was generally adopted
in Najran about the close of the fifth century Under the
reign of Dzu Nowtis we have recounted how that cruel prince
in his endeavours to impose Judaism upon its people perpetrat
ed an inhuman and treacherous massacre of the Christians
Nevertheless the Bani Harith stedfastly held to their faith
and were prosperously and peaceably advancing under Episco
pal supervision when Mahomet summoned them to Islam

See the story told at length In Hishami where some of the miracles are men
tioned such as the overthrow of a large tree worshipped by the people pp 10
18 The Martyr Abdallah ibn Thfimir is known to the Church under the name of
Arethas son of Caleb probably his Arab name Harith ibn Kab before baptism The
king of Najran resorted to every expedient to kill this convert cast him from preci
pices and plunged him into deep waters but his life was proof against every at
tempt till at last by Abdnllah s own direction the king confessed the unity of the
Deity and then a blow inflicted on the martyr s head immediately proved fatal
Others again say that Abdallah escaped and that he was one of the martyrs of Dzu
Nowas Cnf M de Perceval Vol p 129 and Gibbon s Decline and Fall end of
chap XJLII note f
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One of their Bishops Abul Ildritha was in the deputation
which A D 630 was sent by this tribe to the Prophet Coss
the famous orator whom the youthful Mahomet heard at the
fair of Oeatz was likewise a Bishop of Najran

It remains to conclude this sketch of the Arab tribes by a
notice of Yathreb or Medina

According to the Arab legend the whole of this part of Ara
bia belonged originally to the Amalehites in whom we recog
nize the Abrahamic races of other than Israelitish descent
but it was invaded by the Jews and Yathreb so called after
an Amalekite chief, passed like Kheibar and other neigh
bouring places into their hands Wild legends adapted from
the Jewish Scriptures profess to explain the cause of the
Jewish invasion the times of Moses of Joshua of Samuel
and of David are with equal assurance and equal probability
stated by different traditionists We need not to go so far
back The inroads of Nebuchadnezzar and his sack of
Jerusalem the attack of Pompey sixty four years before the
Christian era and of Titus seventy years after it and the
bloody retribution inflicted upon the Jews by Hadrian 136
A D are some of the later causes which we know dispersed
the Jews and drove a portion into Arabia f Such fugitive
Jews were the Bani Nadhir the Coraitza their neighbours the
Caynocaa c who finding Yathreb to be peopled by a weak
race of Codhaite and other Bedouin tribes incapable of offer
ing much resistance settled there and built for themselves
large and fortified houses J

About the year 300 A D the clans of the Aws and Khazraj
alighted at the same settlement and were admitted by alliance
to share in the territory At first weak and inferior to the
Jews these tribes began at length to grow in numbers and
as they encroached upon the rich fields and date plantations
of the Jaws disputes and enmity sprang up between them
The new comers headed by Malik son of Ajlan, chief of

Sprenger p 38 M C de Perceval Vol I p 159
t See also the Jewish settlement in Mount Seir which ejected the Araalckitcs

1 Chron iv 42 43
t These houses were capablo of resisting the attack of troops they were called

otum
Of the numerous tribes into which they were soon divided the names of Aws

Mon and Taym All t arc significant of the keeping up of the same idolatrous
worship as that of the MaaddiU tribes Mahomet changed their namos into Aws
Allah and Taym Allah

II See W okidf p 287
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the Khazraj sought and obtained succour from their Syrian
brethren the Bani Ghassan and craftily enticed the principal
Jewish chiefs into an enclosed tent where they were massacred
The simple Jews were again beguiled into security by a trea
cherous peace and while attending a feast given by their wily
foes a second butchery took place in which they lost the
whole of their chief men Thus about the close of the fifth
century the Aws and Khazraj became masters of Yathreb
and ejected the Jews from such of their holdings as they
chose

It was shortly after these events that Yathreb was unex
pectedly attacked by a Prince called Abu Karib but whether
to punish the Aws and Khazraj for their attack upon the
Jews or for what other cause is not very apparent The
invader sent for the four chief personages f of the Awsites
and they expecting to be invested with the command of Yath
reb repaired to his camp at Ohod4 where they were massacred
with the exception of one who escaped to his defenced house
and there defied the attacks of the treacherous Prince This
was OnAinA who became chief of the Bani Aws as Malik was
of the Khazraj Abu Karib prosecuted his attack destroyed
some of the date plantations and brought his archery to bear
upon the fortified houses in which the stumps of the arrows
then shot were still visible in the early days of Islam At
last falling sick or despairing of success he made peace with

The poetical remains give the invader only the title of Abu Karib The historians
or traditionists will havo it that it was Abu Kurio Tibban Asad King of Yemen who
flourished in the beginning of tho third century or nearly 200 years before the era
of this expedition Wo have seen under tho sketch of Yemen that this incursion
must have occurred about the reign of Dzu Nowits and as he was so bigoted a Jew
its object was perhaps to punish the Aws and Khazraj for their cruel and treacherous
attacks upon the Jews This however is only a conjecture as the native authorities
do not hint at it excepting by one tradition which makes Dzu Nowas to havo
embraced Judaism In consequence of a visit to Yathreb another assertion is that
the Ohityun or head of the Jews was the cousin and representative of the king whose
authority the llejilz recognized but tho precise meaning of this is not clear Pro
copius mentions an A/3o api/3oy who was at this time master of the northern Hejaz
and offered the sovereignty of it to Justinian Seo p 36 The name and date
afford some presumption of identity

Among these were the three Zeids, chiefs of the Awsites and all bearing that
appellation

Ho pitched below the hill of Ohod where ho dug a well but its water did not
agree with him It was long after known as tho Tabba s well Vide Journal Asia
tique Nov 1838 p 439

There is a paper worthy of perusal on Ohaiha by M Perron in the Journal
Asiatique November 1838 p 443 One of the houses at Medina was so bristled with
thearrows then shot into it,that it received and retained tho name of Al Ashdr tho
hairy it belonged to tho Bani Adl and was situated near the spot where Mahomet
afterwards built his mosque
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the Aws and Khazraj and departed As he left he made
over the provisions and baggage of his camp to a woman who
had supplied him with sweet water from Yathreb she thus
became the richest female in her tribe and which seems almost
incredible, continued such until the rise of Islam

The Aws and Khazraj thus established in power did not
long remain on terms of amity with each other The fifth
century had not yet expired when disputes arose on the rela
tive dignity of Ohaiha and Malik and on the amount of blood
fine to be paid for the murder of an adherent of the latter
Battles were fought and for twenty or thirty years a constant
enmity prevailed At last 520 525 A D the father
according to some the grand father of Hassan the poet being

elected umpire decided in favor of the Awsites though him
self a Khazrajite and to prevent farther dispute paid the
disputed portion of the fine

The peace thus secured continued for a long series of
years But in 583 A D hostilities again broke out The
ostensible cause was the murder of a Khazrajite or of
a Jew under Khazrajite protection At first the hosti
lities were unimportant and confined to clubs and lam
poons By and bye they became more serious the Bani
Khazraj defeated their opponents and slew one of their chiefs

See Journal Asiatique loc cit p 447 3/ C de Perceval Vol IT p 656 The
latter suggests with probability that instead of the rise of Islam tho birth of the Pro
phet of Islam is meant It is strange how the expedition is throughout confounded with
that of Tibban Asad and yet all the names of the Medina actors as well as the inci
dents the memory and marks of which were still fresh when M ahomet went to Medina
manifestly require a date at least two centuries later than that Prince The reason
assigned for the departure of the invader is the same as in that of the ancient
invasion i e that two Rabbins informed him that Medina would be the refuge of a
great Prophet c It is curious that neither the annals of Medina nor of Mecca
throw any satisfactory light on this later invasion though Abu Oarib if a King of
Yemen must have passed by Mecca to get to Medina As the event occurred
within throo quarters of a century before the birth of Mahomet the confusion and
uncertainty cannot but affect our confidence in tho ancient history of the Hejaz
altogether

t It was during this period that Ohaiha who had gained much riches and power
by merchandise planned an attack upon the Bani Najjar a Khazraj family to which
his wife Solma belonged Solma gave secret intimation to her parents and Ohaiha
found them prepared for his attack Ho afterwards divorced her and then sho
married Hashim and became the great grandmother of Mahomet Wdchidi p 14j

J One of the conditions of this peace was security of domicile which even in war
was never to be violated Every murder within a private enclosure was to bear tho
usual blood fine Mahomet did not much respect this right

Amr a Khazrajite repaired at this period to Hira and obtained from that Court
tho supremacy of which was now acknowledged in the Hejaz, the title of Prince

in order to put a stop to this discord but the attempt was unsuccessful The mode
in which the satirists abused each other was peculiar Thus Hassan addressed
amorous poetry to the sister of Cays extolling her beauty and Cays similarly sang
in praise of the daughter of Hassan s wife A similar practice was ono of the charges
brought against Knb the Jew who was assassinated by Mahomet s orders
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Suweid ibn Samit, and expelled an Awsite tribe from the
city Bloody encounters occurred and either party looked
for succour to the Jews but they remained neuter and the
Khazrajites to secure their neutrality took forty of their chil
dren as hostages But animated by a rare barbarity the most
of the Khazraj chiefs murdered their hostages,t and thus de
cided the Jews of the Coreitza and Nadhir tribes to sido at
once with the Awsites and to receive with open arms their
expelled tribe Both sides now prepared vigorously for a
decisive battle The Bani Aws sought for aid from the Coreish
at Mecca but they declined to war against the Khazrajites they
gained however,reinforcements from two Ghassunite tribes from
the Mozeina, and from their Jewish allies the Coreitza and
Nadhir The Bani Khazraj were supported by the Joheina a
Codhaite tribe and the Bani Ashja a branch of the Ghatafan
and by the Jewish stock of Caynocaa Thus in the year 615 A
D ,1T was fought the memorable action of Boath At first the
Awsites were struck with terror and fled towards the valley
of Oraidhft But their chief Hodheir al Ketaib in indignant de
spair pierced himself and fell and at this sight the Bani Aws
impelled by shame returned to the charge with such deter
mination that they dispersed the Khazraj and their allies with
great slaughter and refrained from the carnage only on their
cry for mercy But they burned down some of their date
plantations and were with difficulty restrained from razing
to the ground their fortified houses

This man had a conversation with Mahomet at Mecca when he was canvassing
there publicly for his faith and is said to have died a Moslem Hishdmi p 141
Tabari,p 158 Wachidi,p 287j He was killed by a Codhilaite and his son who with
the murderer both became Mussulmans, took tho opportunity of revenging his father s
death by a blow while both he and his victim were together sido by side at Ohod
It was proved and Mahomet put him to death as the slayer of a believer at the
gate of the mosque at Coba

t Abdallah ibn Obey afterwards Mahomet s great opponent at Medina rejected
with horror the proposal to murder his hostages and persuaded several other chiefs
to do likewise He was dissatisfied with the conduct of his tribe and took no part
in their subsequent proceedings nor in the battle of B6ath

J Mahomet took occasion to address this embassy and presented to them tho
claims of his religion but with little success

See this tribe noticed in Burkhardt s Travels in Arabia p 458 as living N E of
Medina They wero a Bani Modhar tribe somewhat distant from the Coreish

This tribe is also noticed by Burkhardt as inhabiting the vicinity of Yenbo
and being able to furnish good matchlock men Notes on the liedouins p 229

If See Wdchidi p 296 where the era is given as six years prior to the Hegira

B6ath was situated in the possession of the Bani Coreitza
tt This spot is mentioned by Burkhardt as one hour s walk N E of Modlna in

the direction of Ohod Travels,p 45
It Wachidi p 290 Al Ketaib was an honorary title of supremacy
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The Khazraj were humbled and enfeebled but not re
conciled No open engagement after this occurred but
numerous assassinations from time to time gave token of the
existing ill blood Wearied with the dissensions both parties
were about to choose Abdullah ibn Obey as their chief or
king when the advent of Mahomet produced an unexpected
change in the social relations of Medina

A survey thus extensive and detailed of the Peninsula
and its border states was requisite for forming a judgment
of the relations in which Arabia stood towards her coming
prophet

The first peculiarity which upon review attracts attention
is the sub division of the Arabs into innumerable independent
bodies all governed by the same code of honor and morals
exhibiting the same manners and speaking for the most part the
same language but possessed of no cohesive principle restless
and generally at war each with some other tribe and even
where united by blood or by interest ever ready at the most
insignificant cause to separate as by an atomic repulsiveness
and abandon themselves to an implacable hostility These
qualities made Arabia to exhibit like a kaleidescope an ever
varying scene of combination and repulsion and had hitherto
rendered abortive every attempt at a general union The
Kinda Government though backed by a powerful dynasty fell
to pieces after a brief duration and neither the Himyar
Sovereigns nor after them the Court of Hira could effect more
than the casual recognition of a general species of feudal su
premacy The freedom of Arabia from foreign conquest was
owing not only to the difficulties of its parched and pathless
wilds but to the interminable number of independent clans
and the absence of any head or chief power which might be
made the object of subjugation The problem had yet to be
determined by what force these tribes could be drawn to one
common centre and it was solved by Mahomet who invented
a religio political system from elements common to all Arabia
and set it in motion by the inducement, irresistible by an
Arab of endless war and plunder

The prospects of Ante Mahometan Arabia were equally un
favourable to the hope of religious movement or national re
generation The substratum of Arab faith was a deep rooted
idolatry which for many centuries had stood proof with no sen
sible effect against the most zealous attempts at evangelization
from Egypt and from Syria Several causes increased the
insensibility with which the Arabs listened to the Gospel
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A dense fringe of hostile Judaism neutralized upon the north
ern frontier the efforts of Christian propagandist and afford
ed shelter to Central Arabia The connexions of the Jews
extended far southwards and were met at the opposite extre
mity of the peninsula by the Judaism of Yemen which was
long protected by the Government of the land and even at
times sought itself to proselytize the tribes of Arabia

But worse than this the idolatry of Mecca had formed a
compromise with Judaism and had admitted enough of its
semi Scriptural legends and perhaps of its tenets also to steel
the national mind against any Christian appeal Simple idolatry
is comparatively powerless against the attacks of reason and
the Gospel but when welded together with some principles
of truth it becomes far more impervious to human agency
The authority of Abraham for the worship of the Kaaba
and the precious legacy of his divinely inculcated rites would
be a triumphant reply to the invitations either of Judaism
or of Christianity But the Christianity of the seventh century
was itself decrepit and corrupt It was disabled by contend
ing schisms and had substituted the puerilities of debasing
superstition for the pure and expansive evangelism of the early
ages What could then be hoped from such an agent

The state of Northern Arabia which had been long the bat
tle field of Persia and the Empire was peculiarly unfavourable
to Christian effort Alternately swept by the armies of Chos
roes and of Constantinople of Hira and of the Ghassunides
the Syrian frontier presented little opportunity for the advance
of peaceful Christianity

The vagrant habits of the Nomads themselves eluded the
stedfast importunity of Missionary endeavour while their
haughty spirit and revengeful code equally refused to brook
the humble and forgiving precepts of Christian morality Not
that a nominal adhesion to Christianity as to any other re
ligion might not be obtained without participation in its spirit
or subjection to its inner requirements but such a formal
submission could have resulted alone from the political supre
macy of a Christian power not from the spiritual suasion of a
religious agency Let us look then to the external political
inducements which bore upon Arabia

To the north we find that Egypt and Syria representing
the Roman Empire exercised but a remote and foreign in
fluence upon Arabian affairs and even that was continually
neutralized by the victories and antagonism of Persia The
weight of Constantinople if ever brought to bear directly upon
the affairs of Arabia was but lightly felt and passed transiently
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off The kingdom of Ghassfin upon the borders of Syria
was indeed at once Arab and Christian but it yielded to Hira
the palm of supremacy and never exercised any important
bearing on the affairs of Central Arabia

If we turn to the North east we observe it is true that the
Christian aspect had improved by the conversion of the Hira
Court and many of its subordinate tribes and the influence of
Hira permeated Arabia But Hira itself was the vassal of
Persia and its native dynasty having lately fallen had been
replaced by a Satrap from the Court of Persia which was a
strong opponent of Christianity The relations of Pagan
Persia with the Arabs were uninterrupted intimate and
effective and entirely counter balanced those of the Christian
West

To the South Christianity had met with an important loss
The prestige of a Monarchy though an Abyssinian one
was gone and in its room had arisen a Persian Satrapy under
the shadow of which the old Himyar idolatry and once royal
Judaism flourished apacc f On the East there was indeed the
Christian kingdom of Abyssinia but it was divided from
Arabia by the Red Sea and the negro race would not even in

The most prominent instance of Roman interference is the alleged appointment
of Othman abu al Herweirith as king of Mecca but the account appears to be
very apocryphal At any rate the authority of Othman was but short hved See
Sprenger p 44 There are very few other allusions to Roman influence in Arab
concerns The Emperor made a treaty with the marauder Harith the Kindaite
chief but it was because of his invasion of Syria M C de Perceval Vol II p 290
llasliim Mahomet s great grandfather concluded a mercantile treaty with the Em
peror Wuchidi p 13 and there were no doubt international arrangements on the
border for the security of the commerco and regulation of the custom dues But these
influences hardly crossed the boundary and neither did those connected with the Ro
man legions at Duma or the Equites Saraceni Thamudeni referred to above Occa
sionally a refugee such as Imrul Cays or Mundzir repaired to the Court of Constanti
nople but that court was never able to turn such events to any profitable account in
its connexions with Arabia

t Gibbon thus marks the importance of the fall of the Christian Government of
the Abyssinians in YemenThis narrative of obscure and remote events is not foreign to the decline and
fall of tho Roman Empire If a Christian power had been maintained in Arabia
Mahomet must have been crushed in his cradle and Abyssinia would have prevent
ed a revolution which has changed the civil and religious state of tho world
Decline and Fall close of Chapter XLIIThe conclusion drawn by Gibbon is a very doubtful one It is questionable whether
Mahomet would not himself have looked to the continuance of a Christian power in
Yemen as a contingency the most favorable to his great scheme There is no point
more remarkable In Mahomet s character than the adroitness with which he at first
represented himself as the adherent and Bupporter of opposing systems and won over
their partizaus It was thus he treated the Christians of Arabia who at first believed
ho would secure to them the enjoyment of their Christianity intact it was thus he
treated and was weleomod by tho Christian king of Abyssinia and ho would no
doubt have played the same with any Christian Government in Yemen It was not
from Christianity but from idolatry and Judaism that opposition to Mahomet
system emanated

K
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a more favorable position have exercised much influence upon
the Arab inind

Thus the Star of Christianity was not in the ascendant nay
in some repects its was waning There was no hope of a change
from the high hand of political supremacy while the preva
lence of an influential Judaism and of a rampant national
idolatry rendered the conversion of Arabia indeed a doubtful
and a distant prospect During the youth of Mahomet the
aspect of the Peninsula was strongly conservative and perhaps
was never at any period more hopeless

It is a ready failing of the human mind after the occur
rence of an event to conclude that the event could not other
wise have occurred Mahomet arose and aroused the Arabs
to a new and a spiritual faith the conclusion is immediately
drawn that all Arabia had been fermenting for the change
lliat all Arabia was quite prepared to adopt it and that the
Arabs were on the very point of striking out for themselves
the ready path to truth when Mahomet anticipated them
but only by a few years at most f To us calmly reviewing the
past every token of pre islamite history belies the position
A Her Ave centuries of Christian evangelism we can point to
but a sprinkling of Christian converts the Bani Harith of
Najran the Bani Hanifa of Ycmama some of the Bani
Tay at Tayma and hardly any more J Judaism vastly more
powerful had exhibited a spasmodic effort of proselytism under
Dzu Nowas but as an active and vivifying principle it too
was now dead In fine the surface of the Peninsula was here
and there gently rippled by the feeble influences of Chris
tianity occasionally the effects of sterner Judaism would be
visible in a deeper and more troubled current but the flood of
idolatry and of Ishmaelite superstition setting with the surge
of an unbroken and unebbing tide towards the Kaaba gave
ample evidence that they held in undisputed thraldom the
mind Arabia

The connexions of the Arabs witli Abyssinia wore chiefly mercantile Tabari
says of it Now there was there a just king called Al Nnjashy Negus and it was
li land with which the CoreiSh used to do merchandise They were wont to go thilhci
ftr commerce and to find therein plenty of food and protection and gOOi
Ira flick p 1 7 5

i Dr Kprcngor goes even farther than this and supposes that Mahomet was pre
edei by many of his followers in ho discovery and choice of Islam sec references

in the notes at pp 62 and S3 of Article I hi No XX XVII of this Itrrnu on the
ourccs for the Biography Of Mahomet
J The Hani Tairhlib and Jhassan and the Christian tribes near Ilira were re

moved from Uireo 1 influence on Central Arabia and are not therefore here taken into
account
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Still even in this posture of affairs there existed the ele
ments with which a master mind might work those marvel
lous changes which his wizard wand alone of all human agen
cies can produce Christianity was known there were
living examples of it in domesticated tribes its books and
many of its doctrines were patent or at least accessible to all
The tenets of Judaism were even more notorious and its le
gends if not its sacred writings were familiar throughout the
Peninsula The worship of Mecca was founded upon assump
tions believed to be common both to Christianity and Judaism
Here then was ground of truth ready to the enquirer s hand
and inviting scrutiny and cultivation And no doubt many
an Arab heart before Mahomet responded to the casually
received truths of Christianity and Judaism many an
honest Bedouin spirit confessed of the law that it was just and
good many an aspiring intellect as the eye travelled over the
bespangled expanse of the heavens concluded that the Uni
verse was supported by one great being and in the time of
need many an earnest soul felt the suitability of the Chris
tian sacrifice Coss the Bishop of Najran was not the first
nor perhaps the most eloquent and earnest of Arab preachers
who sought to turn his fellows from the error of their ways
and reasoned with them of righteousness truth and the judg
ment to come

The material for a great change was here but it requir
ed to be wrought and Mahomet was the workman The
fabric of Islam no more necessarily resulted from the state of
Arabia than a gorgeous texture necessarily results from the
mesh of tiny silken thread nor the stately ship from the un
hewn timber of the forest nor the splendid palace from un
shapen masses of quarried rock Had Mahomet stern to his
first convictions followed out the Jewish and Christian sys
tems and inculcated upon his fellows their simple truths wo
should have had a saint Mahomet, perhaps a mahomet
tiiio martyr, laying the foundation stone of the Arabian
Church but we should not certainly in his day have seen
Arabia convulsed to its centre or even any considerable por
tion of it Christianized He abandoned his early convictions
for the uncompromising severity of inflexible principle he substi
tuted the golden prospects of expediency and compromise
uid then with consummate skill he devised a machinery by the

plastic power of which he gradually shaped his material into
an harmonious and perfect form To the Christian he was
us a Christian to the Jew he became as a Jew to the
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Meccan idolator as a reformed worshipper of the Kaaba
And thus by unparalleled art and a rare supremacy of mind
he persuaded the whole of Arabia idolator Jew and Chris
tian to follow his steps with docile submission

Such a process we style that of the workman shaping his ma
terial It was not that of the material shaping its own form
much less moulding the workman himself It was Mahomet
that formed Islam it was not Islam or any pre existing
Moslem spirit that moulded Mahomet

But this effect was not attained until both spiritual and temporal powers had
been brought into play against a ceaseless opposition of twenty years and no
sooner had the personal influence of the Prophet been removed by death than almost
the whole of Arabia rose up in rebellion against Islam The remark is anticipatory
but should not be lost sight of in our estimate of Ante Mahometan Arabia
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